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Gautrain is no lonGer just a debate. 
as Johannesburg motorists have started 
experiencing, construction of the train is 
now a reality that has already resulted in 
the semi-permanent diversion of traffic 
on the busy routes around construction 
sites in Braamfontein ( Johannesburg), 
rosebank and sandton. Bright yellow de-
marcation barriers are a daily reminder of 

the buzz that is afoot. 
Construction officially started on 

28 september 2006, although initial works 
had already commenced in May 2006. 
Familiar surroundings from Braamfontein 
to Marlboro and Midrand have changed ap-
pearance almost overnight as construction 
equipment moved in and activity started 
getting under way. 

Johannesburg Park sTaTion  
(adjoining the current Park station)
the demolition of the building complex 
in smit street, Braamfontein, which used 
to house the old Johannesburg technical 
College, was completed towards the end 
of 2006. across the road, four buildings 
hemmed in by smit, eloff, Wolmarans and 
Joubert streets in Braamfontein (the salstaff 

Compiled by Verelene de Koker 
SAICE National Office 

vdekoker@saice.org.za
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FACTS AND FIGURES
In its scope and complexity, the R25 billion, 
77 km, ten-station Gautrain project is impressive 
by any standards. 

Gautrain is the largest public-private partner-
ship project ever undertaken in South Africa. 
The contract between the Gauteng provincial 
government and the Bombela Consortium 
took more than 18 months to finalise. The 
Bombela Consortium comprises international 
partners Bombardier and Bouygues (who 
both hold 25% of the shares in Bombela), 
local company Murray & Roberts (25%), and 
the black economic empowerment company 

■

Strategic Partners Group (25%) 
The aim is to complete the line from Sandton 
Station to O R Tambo International Airport 
and from Sandton Station to Midrand in time 
for the 2010 Fifa World Cup. The section from 
Hatfield Station to Johannesburg Park Station 
will be completed by mid-2011 
International standard gauge (1 435 mm) will 
be used for the Gautrain track to ensure safety 
at high speed
Twenty-four state-of-the-art trains 
(Bombardier’s Electrostar 8  and 9 ) will be 
in operation, travelling at a maximum speed 
of 160 km/h. Each train will carry 321 seated 
and 138 standing passengers. Coaches on the 
airport link will have fewer seats to accommo-

■

■

■

date luggage storage
The expected travel time will be 42 minutes 
from Johannesburg Park Station to Hatfield 
Station and 12 minutes from Sandton Station 
to O R Tambo International Airport. Trains 
will leave every 12 minutes during peak travel 
times 
Passengers are estimated at around 100 000 a 
day by mid-2010
More than a thousand properties were af-
fected by the proclamation of the rail reserve 
More than 800 utilities from 21 utility owners 
would have to be relocated or protected 
More than seven million cubic metres of soil/
rock will be moved, of which almost six mil-
lion cubic metres will be used for fill 

■

■

■

■

■

Building, Mentor College, sherwood 
Heights and Momentum offices) were spec-
tacularly imploded on sunday 4 February 
2007 to make way for a seven-storey 
parking garage for Johannesburg Park 
station. it had taken about a month to pre-
pare the four buildings and a further week 
to lay three thousand charges for what 

would be the biggest single implosion in 
the Gautrain project. the implosion lasted 
only 11 seconds but left a mound of rubble 
that took five weeks to clear. 

the surface excavation of the Park 
station site and trial drilling for rock level 
confirmation for the diaphragm walls are 
already in progress.
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 Above from left to right: Implosion of the block of four buildings to make way for  
a parking garage for Johannesburg Park Station. Wolmarans Street runs in front of the block
Left: The Technical College used to be in the open site behind the block
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More than 70 bridges and approximately 
12 km of viaducts will be built. The longest 
viaduct (approximately 3 km) will cross 
Centurion 
Approximately 15 km of tunnel will be built 
using conventional drill and blast techniques 
as well as tunnel-boring machines 
More than a thousand milestones will have 
to be certified during the five-year period 
of construction. Arup South Africa has been 
appointed as independent certifier – their 
contract is worth more than R150 million 
Three of the ten stations (Park, Rosebank, 
Sandton) will be underground, four will be at 
street level (Marlboro, Midrand 4 , Pretoria 
5 , Hatfield 7 ), while the remaining three 

■

■

■

■

will be elevated (Centurion 6 , Rhodesfield, 
O R Tambo � , 2  and 3 ). O R Tambo 
Station will be inside the airport terminal 
complex. Rhodesfield Station will have two 
platforms situated on a viaduct above the ex-
isting SARCC (SA Rail Commuter Corporation) 
railway lines between the current SARCC 
Kempton Park and Isando stations and has 
been designed to accommodate and link to a 
possible future SARCC station below (pictures 
of stations are artist’s impressions)
The safety of commuters is considered para-
mount. Various safety mechanisms have there-
fore been built into the system, including safe 
transport of commuters to and from stations 
(see Midrand section in accompanying article) 

■

and plans for the speedy evacuation of com-
muters from underground stations in an emer-
gency. The entire Gautrain system (stations, 
platforms, parking garages, bus links, etc) will 
be protected by closed-circuit television and 
by a dedicated Gautrain security team 
Underground stations have been designed 
to allow as much daylight into the structure 
as possible, thereby further enhancing safety 
as commuters would be able to exit under-
ground stations by following the light 
Ticketing will be by means of a single smart 
card system (cashless) for the entire Gautrain 
system, which would also cover other trans-
port operators such as Metrorail 

■

■
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 Above: Tunnel entrance being constructed on the site 
of the demolished Technical College, 27 March 2007 
Left: Aerial picture of the area before the demolition of the old 
Technical College (red-roofed complex) and before the implosion of the 
block of four buildings across the road from the college. The horizontal 
red lines indicate the position of the 20 m deep underground station 
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 Above: Park Station: Artist’s impression of 
the access to the underground station

Right: Wolmarans Street, which runs east–west above the station
Far right: Artist’s impression of the Wolmarans Street entrance

rosebank sTaTion
traffic diversions for the building of rosebank station commenced on 10 December 2006. 
the relocation of utilities has already been completed and surface works have started.
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 Above: Aerial view of Oxford Road in Rosebank. The red lines indicate where the underground station will be situated  
– under Oxford Road and next to The Zone shopping centre (the white-roofed complex, top) 
Bottom left: Traffic diversions via Baker Street, with Oxford Road running northwards and diagonally  
across the length of the picture. The Zone can be seen at the top
Bottom right: Surface works next to The Zone 

Above: Artist’s impression of Rosebank Station,  
above and underground
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emergency shafT e5
a number of emergency shafts will be built along the route 
to access the tunnel in case of emergency. 

 Left: Construction of the emergency shaft in progress, January 2007. 
The road running diagonally across the picture from bottom left to top 
right (east to west), and from where the site is accessed, is Bompas 
Road, with a short stretch of Melville Road showing where it meets up 
with Bompas Road from the north. A turning table for heavy vehicles 
was erected on site because of limited space 
Below: Progress with construction, 27 March 2007



sandTon sTaTion
the largest of the Gautrain stations will be sandton station (48 m underground). it will 
serve as the main airport link and will be able to handle 9 200 passengers an hour. road 
widening and relocation of services are in progress in West street and rivonia road. a 
temporary taxi rank has been constructed and officially opened by the Gauteng MeC for 
Public transport, roads and Works, ignatius Jacobs, on 15 March 2007. site establishment 
is in progress and new council parking has been completed. 

 Above: Eastward aerial view of the construction site bordered by 
West Street (left), Fifth Road (right) and Rivonia Road on the far side of 

the site (east), overlooked by Sandton City (right)  
and the Michelangelo Towers (centre) 

Right: Aerial view westwards indicating the location of the 
underground station, which will be entered through the Nelson 

Mandela Square complex. Rivonia Road runs from left to right (south 
to north), crossing Fifth Road on the south side  

and West Street on the northern side
Far right: Aerial view of the same site towards the end of January 2007, 

after surface works had started. The old taxi rank can be seen in the 
left side of picture and the completed council parking at the top, in the 

centre. The new temporary taxi rank (not yet visible here)  
is adjacent to the council parking (top, centre) 
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 Above: MEC Ignatius Jacobs opening the taxi rank 
Left: The new temporary taxi rank under construction (left) and 
completed (right)
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 A closer look at the site depicted in the previous pictures:
Above: Artist’s impression of the interior of the station 
Right: Artist’s impression of the walkway after development  
has been completed
Below: The walkway to the library in January 2007 after the 
commencement of surface works

sandTon – mushroom farm Park 
access shafT
this shaft is situated in the Mushroom 
Farm Park, eastwards off rivonia road 
and a few blocks away from the sandton 
station construction works, and will only 
be operational during the construction of 
the tunnel. after completion of the tunnel, 
the shaft will be covered and the park will 
be rehabilitated and redeveloped.

 Mushroom Farm Park access shaft: Construction, January 2007



marlboro PorTal 
the tunnel running from Johannesburg 
Park station will surface at Marlboro. 
excavation for the tunnel has reached final 
level. as no rock was found at the face 
of the portal, horizontal piles had to be 
installed to secure the soft ground at this 
location. the batching plant offices, water 
treatment plant and diesel storage tank 
have also been established.

�  Entrance to the Marlboro Tunnel next to Marlboro 
Drive (end of January 2007). Marlboro Drive runs from 
east (bottom, right-hand corner) to west (top) 
2  Artist’s impression of Marlboro Station
3  and 4  Marlboro Portal: Earthworks, January 2007
5  and 6  Marlboro Portal: Securing the soft 

ground around the portal, January 2007
7  Marlboro Portal: Entrance, end of March 2007
8 , 9  and �0  Blasting activities
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midrand dePoT
a fleet of 150 buses (clearly identifiable as 
Gautrain buses), traversing 36 feeder and 
distribution routes spanning 420 km, will 
make 2 200 trips per day to transport com-
muters safely to and from Gautrain stations. 
a total of 26 000 km of bus service will be 
available daily. Buses will leave every 12 
to 30 minutes in relation to the Gautrain 
timetable and will complement other bus 
services in the metropolitan areas. in ad-
dition to ample parking facilities, stations 
have been designed with infrastructure to 
accommodate the feeder bus system. 

the Gautrain buses will be housed at 
a depot between Midrand and Buccleuch. 
this depot will also be the hub for mainte-
nance work on the trains, which are worth 
us$726 million. Motorists travelling through 
the Buccleuch interchange have already be-
come familiar with the sight of earthworks 
for the depot on the opposite hillside. the 
temporary access road is almost complete. 
approximately 283 000 m3 of material have 
already been moved, while about 40 000 m3 
of earth still have to be removed. some 
47 000 m3 of topsoil have so far been stock-

piled for future use. the bus depot platforms 
are nearing completion and the construction 
of the main depot and workshop building ter-
races are in progress. the earthworks for the 
precast yard are still in progress.

undoubtedly, Gautrain will change 
the face of Gauteng forever. as it has been 
designed to restructure urban areas, reduce 
travel time, and improve city sustainability, the 
project should stimulate substantial economic 
growth and job creation, ultimately promoting 

public transport, business development and 
tourism. Commuting by train could possibly 
become the preferred mode of travel! 

Compiled from a presentation by Nick Ras 
(Deputy Project Coordinator – Gautrain), 

with further assistance from Barbara Jensen 
(Communication and Marketing  

Executive – Gautrain)

 Above: The Gautrain bus

 Left: Aerial view of the Midrand Depot under construction, end of 
January 2007. Allandale Road is the tarred road running from left 
to right (east to west). The suburb of Buccleuch can be seen in the 
distance (south)
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tHe 4 kM lonG overvaal railway tunnel 
on the Coal line between ermelo and 
Piet retief was constructed in 1974 by 
blasting into dolerite of the ecca Group and 
Dwyka formation. after serving more than 
30 years as the only permanent single line 
section on the Coal line, foundation prob-
lems dictated the need to investigate and 
rectify the movement of the tunnel slab and 
supporting foundation.

The early years
after blasting, the original tunnel floor 
was brought to the desired level by casting 
two to three layers of mass concrete. the 
track slab, on which the rails are fastened 
by means of tunnel chairs, was then 
constructed on top of the mass concrete. 
the original design entailed a track slab 
thickness of 300 mm and a slab width of 
2 500 mm while the mass concrete varied 
between 50 mm and 1 500 mm. a large 
drainage channel was constructed on 
the left-hand side and a smaller drainage 
tunnel and walkway on the right-hand side. 
Drainage pipes which take the water from 
the right-hand side channel to the larger 
left-hand side channel were constructed 
approximately every 100 m. 

firsT signs
More than six years ago, maintenance 
engineers noticed that the geometry of the 
track in the tunnel was deteriorating. a 
pumping action of the slab was also noticed 
in specific locations. the slab condition 
deteriorated to such an extent that perma-
nent settlement of the slab (and possibly 
also the mass concrete) occurred at km 24 
in the middle of the tunnel, as well as in 
a few other locations. at km 24, the cant 
(superelevation) of the track had to be cor-
rected by the insertion of extra pads and 
higher chair plates. the chair plate fasten-
ings fatigued as a result of excessive vertical 
deflection of the slab under train loading 
and started to fail.

it is estimated that the track settled 
by approximately 50 mm in the worst 
location. it was also noticed that water 
was entering the track foundation through 

Text Hannes Gräbe 
Spoornet (Technology Management) 

hannesg@spoornet.co.za

R a i l w a y s  a N d  H a R b O u R s

Life after 30!
Innovative investigation and repair  
of the Overvaal railway tunnel

PROJECT TEAM

Client Spoornet (Coal Line) – Johan Momberg 
(Project Manager)
Technical advisor Spoornet Track Technology 
– Hannes Gräbe, Freek Shaw, Ahmed Mulla 
Contractor Franki Africa (Pty) Ltd 
– Chris Wagener

Figure 1 Typical cross section of the Overvaal tunnel

 Figure 1 Typical cross section of the Overvaal tunnel
Figure 2 Water entering the tunnel foundation through openings at 
the mass concrete drainage channel interface
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cracks between the slab and the mass 
concrete (especially from the shallow 
drainage channel) and also from the deep 
drainage channel through cracks in the 
mass concrete.

Probing To The core 
During august and september 2005, a 
core drilling investigation was carried 

out by Geopractica under the supervi-
sion of Protekon (Geotechnical) and 
spoornet (technology Management – track 
technology). Based on the geology and 
track geometry in the tunnel, some 50 loca-
tions for a detailed investigation were iden-
tified along the entire length of the tunnel. 
the frequency of the drilling positions 
was increased at the problem areas and 
decreased at locations that appeared to be 
problem free. this resulted in a drilling lo-
cation spacing of between 20 m and 150 m. 

the investigation entailed the following:
the drilling of 75 mm cores on the 
track centre line though the slab, mass 
concrete and in-situ rock. the aim was 
to continue drilling up to a maximum 
depth of 300 mm into the in-situ rock
Detailed profiling of the cores and the 
recording of addition information, for 
example water loss during drilling
taking of photographs inside the holes to 
establish the depth and dimensions of any 
cracks or voids in the tunnel foundation

■

■

■

 Figure 3 The core drilling investigation with three  
purpose-built trolleys combined to form an investigation ‘train’
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Measurement of the static water table in 
each drilled hole a week after the drilling 
was carried out
Backfilling of the holes with a low-
strength grout

cracking The failure mechanism 
to photograph the inside of the boreholes, 
a modified webcam was developed. the 
camera had leDs grouped around it to 

■

■

illuminate the surface inside the 75 mm 
borehole. 

the core-drilling investigation estab-
lished the following:

Cracks or voids were present at the inter-
faces, namely between the slab and mass 
concrete, between different layers of mass 
concrete, and between the mass concrete 
and in-situ rock
the occurrence of cracks or voids varied 

■

■

considerably along the length of the 
tunnel and only short distances of the 
tunnel had no cracks or voids
the interface between the mass concrete ■

(b) Interface between slab and mass concrete – 2 mm crack(a) Interface between slab and mass concrete – no cracking (c) Water flowing through opening between slab and mass concrete

(e) Crack in mass concrete(d) Large cavity in mass concrete (f) Undamaged in-situ rock and mass concrete interface

 Figure 4 The modified webcam developed to take short-distance 
pictures inside a 75 mm borehole
Figure 5 Typical examples of voids or cracks at the interfaces
Figure 6 The three distinctive categories of the mass concrete/in-situ 
rock interfaces

4 6
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and the in-situ rock fell in one of three 
categories, namely good bond between 
the mass concrete and in-situ rock with 
no cracks or voids; the occurrence of 
loose rock fragments in a saturated clayey 
silt (possibly through pulverising of the 
concrete) between the mass concrete and 
in-situ rock; and the occurrence of loose 
rock fragments with large water-filled 

voids between them. the mass concrete 
penetrated these fragments to a limited 
depth

the results of the core drilling investi-
gation were used to compile detailed graphs 
showing the following (see figure 7):

the testing locations (red dots)
the dimensions of the tunnel slab, mass 
concrete and the depth of the in-situ rock 

■

■

(the coloured area plots in the graph)
the static water table (indicated by the 
blue bars at each testing location). a 
completely dry hole is indicated by the 
absence of a blue bar
the presence of any cracks or voids at 
especially the mentioned interfaces (indi-
cated by the yellow dashed lines) 

From the core drilling investigation, it 
was concluded that the cyclic loading, com-
bined with water entering the tunnel foun-
dation through relatively small cracks in 
the concrete, led to the pumping action of 
the track slab. repeated movement resulted 
in the generation of pore pressures and the 
gradual growth of the voids at the respec-
tive interfaces, thereby slowly pulverising 
the concrete and washing fines out of the 
voids. excessive slab movement caused the 
tunnel chair component failure, which in 
turn created severe dynamic impact loading 
– a vicious circle.

 
a Tender aPProach
tenders were invited for the permanent 
repair of the tunnel foundation as described 
above. the tender was structured as a de-
sign and construct solution.

■

■

 Figure 7 Example of detailed graph showing 
core-drilling results (km 24–25)
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the solution was restricted to the repair 
of the tunnel foundation, which is the track 
slab, mass concrete and in-situ rock. the 
following items were included:

a design and proposed method for the 
grouting of the void between the slab 
and the mass concrete: this void was 
estimated to be between 0,2 mm and 
2 mm. the total length of the tunnel that 
showed this phenomenon was estimated 
to be approximately 2 000 m
a design and proposed method for the 
grouting of the void between different 

■

■

mass concrete layers: this void was esti-
mated to be between 0,2 and 10 mm. the 
total length of the tunnel that showed 
this phenomenon was estimated to be 
approximately 500 m
a design and proposed method for the 
grouting of the voids between the mass 
concrete and in-situ rock: these voids 
varied considerably in size and were 
filled with either water or a saturated 
clayey silt. the total length of the tunnel 
that showed this phenomenon was esti-
mated to be approximately 1 500 m

■

the adjustment of the tunnel slab hori-
zontal alignment at specifically km 24,0 
to km 24,25 (250 m) where the slab set-
tled by approximately 50 mm. 
opening up of the drainage holes in the 
mass concrete that might have been filled 
during the grouting/epoxy of the tunnel 
foundation

During grouting, the contractor had to 
ensure the following:

Filling of all voids with a suitable grout 
or epoxy that matches the dimensions of 
the specific void
Precise control over the grouting pres-
sures to ensure that the slab is not lifted 
higher than required 
safe working practice while protection 
from a train perspective was provided by 
spoornet

counTing The hours 
Working time in the tunnel was restricted 
as this is the only section on the Coal line 
where all loaded and empty trains have to 
run on a single line. a continuous total oc-
cupation of roughly 6–8 hours was given 
on Mondays. in addition to the Monday 
occupation, short intermittent time slots 
were allowed between the running of 
trains. 

Preference was given to methods that 
will allow the track to be opened for 
traffic as soon as possible after the repair 
work has been carried out. the required 
curing periods for the type of grout or 
epoxy were therefore crucial to the suc-
cess of the project. the contractor there-
fore had to design his solution around 
methods and materials that could be 
constructed during a limited number of 
full occupation days as well as short time 
slots between trains.

■

■

■

■

■

 Figure 8 The epoxy exiting the crack between  
the tunnel slab and mass concrete

Wilkit stays in its liquid state while 

flowing, after which setting takes 

place with setting times from 10 

to 15 minutes. As a result of the 

fast setting time, no pumping of 

the epoxy out of the voids took 

place during the movement of 

trains over the track. Injection 

was stopped a few minutes 

before the arrival of a train and 

commenced shortly thereafter

8
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The cure
the successful tenderer (Franki africa (Pty) 
ltd) chose to use a two part Wilkit epoxy 
system, injected using a toothed wheel or 
piston pump. the typical strength of the 
hardened epoxy is in the order of 50 MPa 
and it is not negatively affected by moisture 
or temperature. the epoxy could therefore 
be injected into water-filled cracks, dis-
placing the water and filling all openings. 
immediately after mixing, the epoxy begins 

to harden through a number of chemical 
processes. Wilkit stays in its liquid state 
while flowing, after which setting takes 
place with setting times from 10 to 15 
minutes. as a result of the fast setting time, 
no pumping of the epoxy out of the voids 
took place during the movement of trains 
over the track. injection was stopped a few 
minutes before the arrival of a train and 
commenced shortly thereafter. 

excellent penetration of the epoxy into 
all voids was achieved as evidenced by 
the appearance of epoxy flowing from the 
various concrete discontinuities as described 
earlier. as soon as epoxy emerged, the 
injection was halted, allowing the epoxy to 
set. this method blocked the exit points, 
thereby allowing more epoxy to be injected 
under high pressure and preventing spillage. 

bill of healTh
the quality of the work was controlled by 
making use of two tests, namely deflection 
measurements and water pressure tests.

Deflection measurements of the track 
slab were done by using a digital indicator 
to measure the vertical displacement of the 
slab under train loading. these measure-
ments were taken before any grouting was 
done as well as shortly after grouting was 
completed. Before grouting, maximum 
deflections of up to 4,3 mm was recorded 
under 26 t per axle loading. Post-epoxy de-
flections were limited to 0,2 mm. in cases 
where this was not achieved after the first 
grouting exercise, re-grouting was required 
until the maximum deflection of 0,2 mm 
was achieved. the average post-epoxy de-
flection of the track slab was 0,08 mm with 
a standard deviation of 0,07 mm.

Water pressure tests were carried out 

on the track centre line by measuring the 
permeability of the foundation in lugeons. 
lugeon is a measure of transmissivity in 
rocks and is determined by pressurised in-
jection of water through a borehole driven 
through the rock. one lugeon (lu) is equal 
to one litre of water per minute injected 
into one metre of borehole at an injection 
pressure of 10 bars. the permeability of 
the foundation was limited to 5 lu in line 
with international standards for grouting. 
the average post-epoxy permeability of 
the track foundation was 0,5 lu with a 
standard deviation of 0,7 lu.

final Words
a complete safety evaluation was drawn up 
for this r10-million project and it was clear 
from the onset that the intended operation 
carried a high risk. a safety warning system 
was therefore implemented to give workers 
a warning well in advance so that they 
can remove equipment from the track and 
move to safe positions in the tunnel. it can 
be reported that the 20-week construction 
period was completed incident free. 

the dedication of both the client and 
contractor led to the successful repair of the 
overvaal tunnel, thereby ensuring good 
prospects for life after 30 years!
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 Figure 9 Deflection measurements  
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inTroducTion
located on south africa’s east coast, ap-
proximately midway between Durban 
and Cape town, is the Coega industrial 
Development Zone (iDZ), a multi-billion 
dollar industrial development complex 
covering 11 500 ha. Part of the develop-
ment includes the Port of ngqura. the 
landside portion of the development com-
plex is being developed and operated by 
the Coega Development Corporation, while 
the south african national Ports authority 

(nPa) is developing the port. 
the main intended function of the Port 

of ngqura is to service the industrial bulk 
commodity requirements of the regional 
and national hinterland. Within the first 
ten years of operation, it is expected that 
the port will need to accommodate con-
tainer vessels, dry bulk carriers, break 
bulk carriers, liquid bulk carriers and 
liquified natural gas carriers. 

design of the port
the design of the port took special cogni-
sance of the physical and environmental 
conditions present at the site. two physical 
characteristics that had a major influ-
ence on the layout of the port were the 
palaeo-channel that runs through the site 
and an island (Jahleel island) situated ap-
proximately 1 km offshore, as indicated 
in figure 1. the palaeo-channel provided 
the ideal opportunity to create a deep-

water port without having to dredge large 
volumes of consolidated material. Jahleel 
island’s position created a challenge in 
that no development was permitted within 
500 m of the island. this stipulation arose 
as a result of the environmentally sensitive 
nature of the island. 

the positioning of the berths was in-
fluenced by the topography of the site. the 
Coega river valley, which runs along the 
palaeo-channel, is characterised by a steep 
north bank and a gentle-sloping south 
bank. the restricted amount of area along 
the steep north bank was found to be more 
suited to dry and liquid bulk berths, while 
the gentle-sloping south bank allowed for 
large areas to be developed and was there-
fore more suited to container berths.   

the main breakwater, the longest in 
south africa to date, has been designed to 
withstand a design wave height in excess 
of 9 m. in addition to taking the wave 
climate into consideration, the position of 
the main breakwater had to be such that 
the required exclusion zone around Jahleel 
island was adhered to. the main (eastern) 
rubble mound breakwater is just over 
2,6 km long, while the secondary (western) 
breakwater is just over 1 km long.

in addition to the wave climate, one of 
the coastal processes considered relevant 
during the design of the port was sediment 
transport. littoral transport is being main-
tained through the installation of a sand 
bypass system that is the first of its kind in 
south africa.

as part of the future development plans 
for the port, the palaeo-channel provides 
the opportunity to extend a deep channel 
along a coast perpendicular (north-west/
south-east) axis. a second proposed future 
development axis runs parallel to the en-
trance channel. the long-term port plan-
ning has therefore taken into consideration 
the future development plans whilst 

The design and construction 
of the Port of Ngqura

the new deepwater Port of ngqura1 is located on the east coast of 

south africa. as part of the first phase in the development of the 

port, two container berths, two bulk / break bulk berths and a bulk 

liquid berth were constructed. the primary components of the 

first phase of the port development included main and secondary 

breakwaters, quay walls, bulk earthworks, capital dredging and a 

sand bypass scheme. the design of the port took special cognisance 

of the physical and environmental conditions present at the site, 

such as a palaeo-channel running through the site, varying site 

topography and a protected island located just 1 km offshore from 

the proposed port site. the port was completed in april 2006

1 Several spellings exist for Ngqura/Coega. These include Ngqura, the Xhosa spelling which is used in the port of Ngqura 

Establishment Act and is the official spelling used by the National Ports Authority; Ngqurha, as has been used on occasion by 

the Department of Public Enterprises; and Coega, which is that used by the Coega Development Corporation, the Industrial 

Development Zone and most other people. Other spellings include Cougha, Coecha, Koecha and Koega. The name is of 

Khoekhoen origin for the river of the same name and means ‘ground water’. Coega is pronounced ‘koo-gha, with a guttural sound 

forming the last syllable. To pronounce Ngqura correctly requires an ability to sound the click as used in Koekhoe and Xhosa.
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  Client National Ports Authority of South Africa 
(NPA), a division of Transnet Ltd 

The works were designed by a team comprising 
the following local design firms:

  Lead consultants Prestedge Retief Dresner 
Wijnberg
  Breakwaters Prestedge Retief Dresner 
Wijnberg
  Quay walls Protekon
  Earthworks Protekon
  Dredging Entech Consultants
  Sand bypass Prestedge Retief Dresner 
Wijnberg
  Sand bypass – electrical/mechanical/pumphouse 
structures Naylor Naylor van Schalkwyk
  Civil infrastructure Protekon
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minimising short-term capital investment. 
the port has therefore been designed to ac-
commodate both current and future design 
ships. this has been achieved by taking 
the future fixed infrastructure require-
ments, such as the breakwaters and quay 
walls, into consideration while minimising 
the flexible components, such as dredge 
depths, to short term requirements.

construction of the port
as part of the first phase in the develop-
ment of the Port of ngqura, two container 
berths, two bulk / break bulk berths and a 
bulk liquid berth have been constructed. 
Vessels of up to 100 000 DWt can be 
accommodated at the bulk berths, while 
the container berth will be able to ac-
commodate 6 600 teu container vessels. 
Construction requirements included having 
an operational berth within 30 months of 
commencement of construction. 

the primary components of the first 
phase of the port development included 
main and secondary breakwaters, quay 
walls, bulk earthworks, capital dredging 
and a sand bypass scheme. the contracts 
for the construction of the harbour were 
awarded in september 2002. the main 
contract consisted of the construction 
of the breakwaters, quay walls and the 
bulk earthworks. this was undertaken 
by ngqura Harbour Contractors, a joint 
venture between Hochtief Construction 
of Germany and south african con-
tractors Concor Holdings and ngqura 
empowerment Contractors. the dredging 
contract was awarded to Jan de nul and 

the sand bypassing contract to Connec, 
a joint venture between Concor Holdings 
and ngqura empowerment Contractors. 

PorT layouT
the traffic forecast undertaken as part of 
the development framework plan for the 
port indicated that by the year 2010, the 
annual tonnage moving through the port 
in both imports and exports could exceed 
32 million tonnes. 

although the future requirements of 
the port have been addressed as part of 
the planning of the port layout, the port 
that has been constructed as part of the 
first phase aims to meet the shorter term 
requirements of this port. 

Figure 1 shows the Port of ngqura ap-
proaching completion. the port that has 
been constructed consists of inner and 
outer basins protected by two breakwater 
structures. the inner basin is 700 m long 
and increases in width from 350 m at the 
landward side to 450 m at the seaward 
end. the inner basin was pre-excavated 
in the dry to a seabed level of –16 m chart 
datum (CD). the three sides of the inner 
basin consist of a 620 m long quay wall for 
container vessel berthing, a 350 m long 
revetment for energy dissipation, and a 
600 m long quay wall for bulk / break bulk 
vessel berthing. the bulk / break bulk ter-
minals are situated on one side of a 100 m 
wide finger jetty. on the other side of the 
jetty is the 300 m long liquid bulk ter-
minal. the liquid bulk terminal is situated 
in the deeper outer basin where the seabed 
was dredged to a depth of –18 m CD. 

 Figure 1 Layout of the Port of Ngqura
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navigation requirements
although relatively low volumes of cargo 
will pass through the port initially, the 
navigation requirements had to be based 
on the future berth throughput, downtime 
limitations and design ship characteristics. 
the entrance channel has a minimum 
bottom width of 300 m. this is equivalent 
to 7,3 times the design ship beam. a stop-
ping distance of six times the design ship 
length was recommended by the nPa. 

the turning circle has a diameter of 
700 m. the design basis required that the 
turning circle have a diameter of two times 
the design ship length. the port can there-
fore accommodate vessels of up to 350 m 
in length; however, ultimately the diameter 
of the turning circle can be increased to 
allow for vessels of up to 400 m in length 
to be accommodated.  

the PortsiM micro simulator, the 
siMFleX mini simulator and the Marin 
full bridge simulator were used to evaluate 
the bulk carrier and container vessel stop-
ping distance, the required channel width 
and the turning/manoeuvring area require-
ments.

a summary of some of the key dimen-
sions is given in table 1.

consTrainTs and oPPorTuniTies
Before arriving at the layout shown in 
figure 1, a number of site constraints and 
opportunities had to be taken into consid-
eration. 

a palaeo-channel running through 
the site from north-east to south-west 
provided a suitable location for the deep-
water berths. a possible axis which future 
expansion of the port could occur is along 
the palaeo-channel. 

one of the major environmental 
constraints that was identified at an early 
stage was the limiting proximity of the 
port to Jahleel island. a 500 m exclusion 
zone around the island was created to 
protect the bird colonies that frequent this 
island. the orientation of the main break-
water has therefore been influenced to a 
large extent by this limitation. a possible 
axis along which future expansion of the 

port could occur is parallel to the main 
breakwater. 

the long-term development plans for 
the port have been addressed by allowing 
for two primary development axes as de-
scribed above and as illustrated in figure 
2. Figure 2 illustrates the potential for de-
velopment since the long-term scenario is 
still at a conceptual stage. actual port de-
velopment could therefore be significantly 
different to that shown.

Quay Walls
a number of different concepts were con-
sidered for the quay walls, including solid 
faced retaining walls, gravity retaining 
walls and open piled wharfs. the final de-
sign, voided mass gravity walls, was influ-
enced by cost, durability and by the project 
programme requirement that the first 
berth be commissioned at an early stage 
of construction. the quay walls were con-
structed in a dewatered excavation using 
3 m high precast elements and comprised 
a total of 280 000 m3 of mass concrete. 
Figure 3 shows the completed quay walls 
for the container terminal. 

excavation dewatering
Fourteen million cubic metres of material 
was removed in order to create the dry 
excavation in which the quay walls were 
built to protect the excavation from wave 
action, a 1,25 km long bund wall was 
constructed shore parallel. on the land-
ward side of the bund wall, a temporary 
bentonite-cement slurry wall was con-
structed to keep seawater from entering the 
excavation. in order to keep the excavation 
dewatered, deep dewatering wells and 
surface pumping were required. to ensure 
minimal interference to the earthworks op-
erations, the dewatering wells were located 
around the perimeter of the excavation as 
opposed to using a grid system. 

the installation of the wells provided 
a challenge in that a semi-confined cobble 
aquifer was located immediately above the 
bedrock. this cobble layer consisted of flu-
vial quartzite cobbles of up to 200 mm in 
diameter and made drilling a challenging   

The traffic forecast undertaken 

as part of the development 

framework plan for the port 

indicated that by the year 2010, 

the annual tonnage moving 

through the port in both imports 

and exports could exceed 

32 million tonnes. Although the 

future requirements of the port 

have been addressed as part of 

the planning of the port layout, 

the port that has been constructed 

as part of the first phase aims 

to meet the shorter-term 

requirements of this port

Table� Key dimensions for the Port of Ngqura
Component Dimension

Main breakwater 2 610 m

Secondary breakwater 1 080 m

Entrance channel 1 800 m (stopping distance)
300 m (wide)
–18 m CD (depth)

Turning circle 700 m (diameter)

Container terminal 620 m (long)

Bulk/break bulk terminal 600 m (long)

Liquid bulk terminal 300 m (long)

Inner basin  350 m – 450 m (wide)
–16 m CD (depth)
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operation. the wells were equipped with 
submersible pumps with capacities ranging 
from 4 ℓ/s to 15 ℓ/s. 

surface pumping was carried out using 
centrifugal pumps each having a capacity 
of 30 ℓ/s. initially, surface pumping was 
carried out intermittently, but as construc-
tion proceeded, surface pumping became 
more crucial. 

Dewatering was carried out using a 
continuous 24-hour operation and involved 
having 25 million litres of water being 
pumped out of the excavation every day. in 
this way the water table was kept to below 
–18,5 m CD. 

once construction of the quay walls 
and caissons was completed, flooding of 
the basin could proceed. in order to limit 

scour and damage to the structures, the 
flooding was a carefully managed activity 
that took two weeks to complete.

services and quay wall finishes
the services accommodated in the quay 
walls included water supply for fire hy-
drants, electrical cable ducts, communica-
tions cables ducts and bunker fuel supply 
pipeline ducts. 

the cope levels on the quay walls 
are at +5 m CD. the 150 t bollards used 
throughout the harbour have been spaced 
at 20 m intervals. For the container berths, 
1,25 m high trapezoidal fenders having 
an energy absorption capacity exceeding 
1 100 kn were installed at a spacing of 
20 m. on the bulk terminals, 3,6 m diam-

 Figure 2 Proposed long-term development axes
Figure 3 Mass gravity quay walls during basin flooding

Figure 4 Typical section of main breakwater
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allow for vessels of up to 400 m 

in length to be accommodated
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eter scrapper tyre fenders were used at a 
spacing of 10 m. 

breakWaTers
the breakwaters form a crucial part of the 
harbour in that they ensure that the basin 
is adequately protected from wave action 
and that the required function of the port, 
to provide a safe berthing area in which 
loading and offloading of cargo can be un-
dertaken, is fulfilled. 

the design of the breakwaters included 
four main elements: analysis of maritime 
information, development of structure 
geometry at various design sections, evalu-
ation of materials and evaluation of con-
struction methods.

maritime information
the maritime information used included 
bathymetry, short- and long-term water 
levels and wave data. a long-term (40 year 
commercial horizon) water level rise of 
300 mm was allowed for. the 1:100 year 
design significant wave was found to be 
approximately 9 m with a period of ap-
proximately 16 seconds. as a check on the 
sensitivity, the wave height at the physical 
model boundary was increased. it was later 

found that even with a significant wave 
height of 11,6 m at the model boundary, 
the rate of damage to dolosse did not sig-
nificantly increase. this was attributed to 
significant wave breaking under high wave 
conditions. long-term cumulative damage 
on the breakwater structure was also tested 
using lower-level frequently occurring 
wave conditions. 

structure geometry 
a number of early design decisions were 
made based on the PianC review of ex-
isting breakwater structures published in 
1985 and experience gained on similar 
breakwaters in south africa. the deci-
sions that were taken included specifying 
dolosse as the preferred armour units, 
having a breakwater crest comprising a 
concrete crown wall unit complete with 
splash wall and wave deflectors and having 
a secondary breakwater that allows for 
future dredging at the seaward end. the 
design of the breakwaters was optimised 
using physical model studies. initial tests 
were carried out in a flume at model scales 
of 1:50 and 1:75. after some refinement of 
the cross-sections, three dimensional mod-
elling proceeded using a scale of 1:100. to 

The breakwaters form a crucial 

part of the harbour in that they 

ensure that the basin is adequately 

protected from wave action and 

that the required function of the 

port, to provide a safe berthing area 

in which loading and offloading of 
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The design of the breakwaters 
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analysis of maritime information, 

development of structure geometry 
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minimise damage levels, a number of dif-
ferent layout options were tested. the vari-
ables that were changed during the process 
of optimising the design included slope 
angle, dolos mass, dolos packing density, 
dolos shape and length. a typical section of 
the main breakwater is shown in figure 4. 

the design of the breakwaters was 
characterised by incorporating caisson 
structures placed on a prepared stone 
bed at the seaward end of each of the 
breakwaters. the caisson structures were 
constructed in the dewatered excavation 
alongside the quay wall construction. a 
66,75 m long, 24,25 m wide and 22 m tall 
caisson weighing 12 900 t was placed at 
the end of the main breakwater. owing 
to unfavourable founding conditions, the 
soft sand layer at the head of the break-
water was dredged and replaced with 
5 kg – 500 kg material. a 52 mm crushed 
stone was then placed on top of the rock to 
sub-decimetre accuracy. the walls of the 
22 m high caisson were cast in four sec-
tions using continuous sliding shutters. to 
ensure an effective tie-in of the breakwater 
armour to the caisson, 2,5 m deep keys 
were included along the back wall.

at 2 610 m long, the main breakwater 
is the longest breakwater to have been 

constructed in south africa to date. it 
extends out to a depth of –16,5 m CD and 
has a maximum base width of 120 m. the 
deepwater section has a final deck level 
of +7 m CD and a clear width of 9 m. the 
secondary breakwater is 1 080 m long and 
extends to a water depth of –14,5 m CD.

construction materials
the two key factors considered were how 
the breakwater demand curve and quarry 
yield curve matched and the stability of the 
core material during construction. By ob-
taining a good balance between the break-
water demand and the quarry yield curves, 
significant cost savings could be realised. 
the stability of the core material was im-
portant as it related to cost implications as 
a result of loss of unprotected material. 

the required rock was sourced from 
the Coega kop quarry. the Coega kop 
quarry is located just 10 km from the har-
bour and was originally used to provide 
rock for the breakwaters at Port elizabeth 
Harbour. the rock from the quarry is 
quartzitic sandstone and is generally ex-
tremely hard, crystalline quartzite. the 
core of the structure comprised 5 kg to 
3 000 g rock overlain by a 3 000 kg to 
6 000 kg layer of armour rock.

 Figure 5 Advancing the main breakwater
Figures 6a and 6b Caisson at the end of the main breakwater

Figure 7 Trailing suction hopper dredger

The 26 000 dolosse required on the 

two breakwaters were placed using 

800 t crawler cranes mounted on 

portal crawlers. To ensure accurate 

placing, the dolosse were placed 

using GPS position control
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a double layer of 30 t dolos units with 
a waist ratio of 0,6 was placed along the 
exposed side of the breakwaters. to ac-
commodate overtopping, a single layer of 
30 t dolos units was placed along the lee-
ward side of the main breakwater. 

in addition to resulting in a reduction 
in construction materials, the caisson also 
obviated the need for the excessively large 
armour units required for the roundhead, 
as armour units larger than 30 t were 
considered undesirable because of their 
increased fragility. 

the secondary breakwater ends with a 
100 m long caisson structure consisting of 
four individually cast and placed caissons. 
With the exception of the third caisson, 
which houses a clear water intake for the 
sand bypass system, the four caissons are 
identical.  

construction methods 
the preferred method of construction 
was land-based. the main construction 
consideration that influenced the design 
of the breakwaters was the required crest 
width. the working area (13,5 m wide and 
+4 m above chart datum) was designed to 
accommodate an 800 t crane, 40 t dump 
trucks, bulldozers and 30 t armour unit 

transporters. Figure 5 shows construction 
and dolos placement in progress on the 
main breakwater. 

the 26 000 dolosse required on 
the two breakwaters were placed using 
800 t crawler cranes mounted on portal 
crawlers. to ensure accurate placing, the 
dolosse were placed using GPs position 
control. the portal crawlers were con-
structed high enough to allow the haul 
trucks access to the construction face 
where back tipping and skip placement of 
rock was carried out on a 24-hour cycle. 
at peak times up to 250 truckloads were 
end tipped at the main breakwater within 
a 12-hour shift.

the five caissons were constructed in 
the dewatered excavation, floated during 
the flooding of the basin and towed out to 
position once the founding bed had been 
adequately prepared. Photos of the caisson 
placed at the end of the main breakwater 
are shown in figures 6a and 6b.  

dredging
Dredging was carried out between the 
–18 m CD offshore contour and the +5 m 
CD contour onshore. the dredging con-
tract took 12 months to complete and 
during this time some 12,3 million m3 

The overflow water from the 

trailing suction hopper dredger was 

controlled by an adjustable funnel 

in the hopper. By slowly raising the 

funnel in close coordination with 

the incoming mixture, the overflow 

water can be controlled to flow 

away with a low concentration of 

fine soil particles
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of material was removed (2,7 million m3 
from the channel and 9,6 million m3 from 
the basin). the side slopes of the approach 
channel were dredged to a slope of 1:12 
while the side slopes of the basin were 
dredged to a slope of 1:4. 

Dredging was carried out as a 24-hour 
operation.

dredge material
the dredged material consisted predomi-
nantly of fine silty sand to coarse gravel 
interspersed with clay and shell lenses. 
the dredged material was discharged at a 
dumpsite 7 km from the harbour in a water 
depth of 30 m. With the harbour basin 
being located in a palaeo-channel, the 
dredging works consisted predominantly 
of soft excavation. 

dredging equipment
Most of the material dredged was soft and 
silty and was removed using a trailing 
suction hopper dredger that achieved an 
average weekly production rate of approxi-
mately 350 000 m3 during peak produc-
tivity. Figure 7 shows the trailing suction 
hopper dredger at work.

the overflow water from the trailing 
suction hopper dredger was controlled by 
an adjustable funnel in the hopper. the 
volume and speed at which the overflow 
water is removed is dependent on the 
position of the funnel. By slowly raising 
the funnel in close coordination with the 
incoming mixture, the overflow water can 
be controlled to flow away with a low con-
centration of fine soil particles. this was 
the key to controlling turbidity. 

the turbidity of the water was quanti-
fied by measuring the concentration of 
suspended solids in the water. these meas-
urements were taken on a daily basis to en-
sure minimum impact on the environment 
and that the requirements of the contract 
document (80 mg/ℓ above ambient concen-

trations at Jahleel and Brenton islands and 
150 mg/ℓ above ambient elsewhere) were 
adhered to. the permitted turbidity levels 
were not exceeded at any point during the 
dredging operations. 

For the removal of consolidated mate-
rial having an unconfined compressive 
strength of up to 50 MPa, a cutter suction 
dredger was used. 

contract interfaces
there was a number of contract interfaces 
between the dredging works and other 
construction activities. the main interface 
was that between the construction of the 
main breakwater and the dredging works 
as the cutter suction dredger could only 
start dredging once sufficient protection 
was provided by the breakwater.    

another important contract interface 
was that between the dredging works and 
the flooding of the inner basin. two op-
tions were considered for the flooding of 
the basin, either a single flooding opera-
tion or a dual flooding operation. after re-
viewing the advantages and disadvantages 
of each of the options, the decision taken 
was to flood the basin in a single operation. 
this meant that there was the potential 
for a claim from the dredging contractor 
if there was any delay in commencing 
dredging in the vicinity of the bund wall. 
Flooding of the basin was carried out on 
time, however, and the dredging contractor 
did not have any standing time.

Wreck discovery
During the dredging operation, the wreck 
of the County of Pembroke was discovered. 
the wreck is located approximately 100 m 
from shore at a depth of approximately 5 m. 
in terms of the harbour layout, the wreck is 
located partially in the turning circle on the 
landward side. it is believed that the vessel 
had been there since 1905. in order to 
ensure that the wreck and dredging vessels 
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 Figure 8 Sand bypass jetty and main pump station 
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were not damaged, the dredgers dredged 
around the wreck leaving it perched on a 
pinnacle of soft material. 

the contract to remove the wreck is in 
the process of being finalised. once the 
wreck has been removed, the national 
Ports authority will complete the re-
maining dredging.

sand byPass
to ensure that the annual net sediment 
transport (rate estimated to be 160 000 m3 
per year) is not interrupted, a fixed sand 
bypass system is currently being installed. 
the system is currently being commis-
sioned. in order to accommodate the 
expected variability in the natural sand 
transport rate, the installation was de-
signed to move up to 320 000 m3 of sand 
per year. the system is also capable of ac-
commodating a maximum storm transport 
rate of 16 000 m3 over a period of five days. 
although the sediment is predominantly 
fine grained (150 micron) sand, cobbles of 
up to 150 mm in diameter can be handled. 

the fixed sand bypass system is the 
first installation of its type in south africa.

description
the installation consists of a series of six 
jet pumps, located on a 225 m long jetty. 
the jet pumps draw sand from a pre-ex-
cavated sand trap and transport the mate-
rial around the harbour, via a main pump 
station and three booster pump stations, 
and through approximately 4 km of pipe-
line to be deposited on the downdrift side 
of the main breakwater. the system has 

been designed to be able to remove sand 
from the beach and surf zone out to a 
depth of –2 m CD. the 1:100 year design 
condition was used for the design of the 
jetty structure. 

system operation
sediment is transported from the intake 
jetty to the discharge location in the form 
of a sand/water slurry. 

seawater is pumped from a clean water 
intake positioned within the caisson of the 
secondary breakwater to the main pump 
station at the root of the jetty. the caisson 
structure at the end of the secondary 
breakwater is made up of four individually 
cast and placed caissons. two of the cais-
sons that make up the caisson structure 
are shown in figure 9. 

the clean water is then pumped to 
the jetty jet pumps using a high pressure 
motive water pump and a low pressure 
fluidising/flushing water pump situated in 
the main pump station. the low pressure 
flow passes through fluidising nozzles to 
create a sand/water slurry fluid around 
the jet pumps. the fluid is then entrained 
into the high pressure flow which passes 
through a mixing chamber and then on-
wards to the discharge pipeline. When the 
system is idle, low pressure flushing water 
is pumped through the nozzles to prevent 
ingress of sand. 

the valve facilities to change pumps 
are automated and therefore allow for an 
operator to pre-programme or select an op-
erational sequence for the system and leave 
the system to operate independently. 

 Figure 9 Two of the secondary breakwater caissons in position

Seawater is pumped from a clean 

water intake positioned within the 

caisson of the secondary breakwater 

to the main pump station at the root 

of the jetty. The caisson structure at 

the end of the secondary breakwater 

is made up of four individually cast 

and placed caissons
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WHen tHe Port of richards Bay was 
opened in 1976, it was primarily for the ex-
port of 3 million tonnes of coal per annum. 
since then the port has grown considerably. 
at present there are 21 cargo berths and 
90 million tonnes of cargo was handled 
in 2005. on average 140 vessels call on 
the port per month. the port also has the 
largest coal export terminal in the world. 

at the time of the opening of the port 
richards Bay was a small fishing village. 
the town has since then grown to become 
the City of uMhlathuze. the city was cre-
ated with the amalgamation of the towns of 
richards Bay and empangeni and includes 
the surrounding rural and tribal areas. in 
2003 it had a population of 300 000. 

a number of large importing and 
exporting industries have established 
themselves in the area since the construc-
tion of the harbour. these include the two 
BHP Billiton aluminium smelters, richards 
Bay Minerals, Mondi kraft, Foskor, Bell 

equipment, exxaro, the richards Bay Coal 
terminal, and tata steel.

in an attempt to encourage further invest-
ment in the area the city allocated four sites 
during 2002 to be developed as industrial de-
velopment zones (iDZs). it is hoped that these 
purpose-built and secure industrial estates 
will encourage international competitiveness 
through duty-free incentives.

fuTure PorT deVeloPmenT
the port and the city both have in their 
vision statements that they encourage 
economic growth in their respective areas. 
Both entities have vacant land to allow 
growth to take place. since the inception 
of the port, master plans have been com-
piled to guide port development. the 1976 
master plan was revised in 1995, 1998 and 
2005. the master plans prepared in later 
years indicated that expansion would be 
required beyond the existing port bounda-
ries onto areas onto areas owned by the city 
and private land owners.

the port master plan introduced in 
2005 is depicted in figure 2. the current 
port boundary encapsulates phases 1 and 
2. Development in phases 3, 4 and 5 are in 
areas of land still to be purchased by the 
Port authority. the geotechnical conditions 
and existing service corridors have a major 
influence on the area that is suitable for 
further development. the service corridor 
contains electrical power lines and roads 
and limit port expansion to the north. these 
services could, however, be moved should 
the cost warrant it. 

in richards Bay, Quaternary estarine 
deposits occur in channels incised deeply 
into the bedrock. Generally the youngest 
consolidated rocks beneath the transported 
deposits date from the early Palaeocene age. 
Most of the sedimentation – which occurred 
in a variety of coastal depositional environ-
ments ranging from fluvial through lagoonal 

to coastal marine – can be referred to the 
rise in sea levels associated with the most 
recent period of deglaciation – the Flandrian 
transgression – which began a little less 
than 18 000 years ago. this has resulted 
in areas where the cretaceous/bedrock is at 
depths that make it uneconomical for the 
construction of berths to the south. the 
combination of this phenomena and the 
service corridors confine the port develop-
ment to a narrow straight line to the west.

the Port of richards Bay is 160 km from 
the Port of Durban and they share much 
of the same hinterland, which includes the 
Gauteng area – the industrial heartland 
of the country. the Port of Durban has 
limited areas available for expansion and 
is currently nearing its capacity. richards 
Bay is seen as a recipient of any cargo that 
Durban is not able to accommodate. should 
Durban not be able to expand its container 
operations beyond its current capacity, ad-
ditional container traffic will be diverted 
to richards Bay. this would require an ad-
ditional 32 berths for containers alone in the 
next 40 years. table 1 indicates the expected 
growth of the port during that time period, 
apart from container traffic.

enVironmenTal reQuiremenTs
the establishment of the iDZs by the city 
was met with severe objections by conser-
vation authorities during the environmental 
impact assessment process. these objectors 
argued that 75% of the city’s natural assets 
had already been transformed and that the 
remaining 25% of high-quality natural as-
sets should be conserved.

it soon became clear that the conflict 
between the city and conservation authori-
ties would only be resolved by a process of 
cooperative governance and drafting an en-
vironmental management framework which 
would identify those areas where further 
significant development could take place 
without impacting on nature’s ability to pro-
vide relevant environmental services through 
the remaining high-quality natural assets.

in 2003 the city engaged in the process 
of evaluating the ecological assets within 
its boundaries as well as functionality 
and services provided by such assets. 
the environmental services management 
plan (esMP) focuses on the planning and 
management of the ‘natural’ assets in the 
uMhlathuze municipal area (that is, natural 
resources located within the municipal 
boundary) and also forms part of the 
broader environmental policy of the mu-
nicipality. it focuses on the supply side of 
environmental services management. the 
uMhlathuze esMP outlines a number of 
goals for environmental services manage-
ment. two critical goals are:

to define cohesive and functional spatial 
management units and links between 
these units within the municipal area that 
needs to be managed in order to optimise 

■

Proposed environmental  
management plan for Richards Bay

Table � Cargo forecasts, Richards Bay

2005 2020 2035 2050

Containers 

TEU 5 000 17 000 4 831 000 15 161 000

Berths 0 0 16 32

Breakbulk

Tonnes 5 119 000 7 411 000 12 416 000 20 802 000

Berths 7 10 18 26

Drybulk

Tonnes 80 640 000 105 921 000 138 900 000 145 938 000

Berths 11 15 19 19

Liquid bulk

Tonnes 1 675 000 2 254 000 3 034 000 4 083 000

Berths 1 3 4 4

Vehicles

Units 0 0 0 0

Berths 0 0 0 0

 Figure 1 Aerial photograph of the port, 2006
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the delivery of environmental services
to develop management plans for each 
management unit that identifies the 
management activities required to secure 
environmental services supply

all the areas that were identified as being 
worthy of preservation were plotted and are 
shown in red in figure 3. areas in green per-
form a ‘linkage’ or ‘buffer’ function.

as can be seen in figure 3, the area 
identified for future port development was 
identified as a critical hydrological link 
between lake nsese and the uMhlathuze 
estuary through the esMP process. it was 
therefore identified as an area that should 
be conserved.

upon insistence of the provincial 
conservation authority (eZemvelo kZn 
Wildlife), the city embarked upon a process 
to declare large areas as nature reserves to 
ensure protection of significant areas. one 
of the proposed areas for proclamation in-
cluded lake nsese, the Mhlathuze estuary 
and the link between these two areas.

the conflict created by the two develop-
ment frameworks posed a major dilemma: 

should the city declare the nature re-
serves in the positions indicated, the 
environmental services provided by the 

■

■

area would be protected, but the port 
would not be able to develop beyond its 
current boundaries
should the port develop as indicated in 
the port master plan the hydrological 
link between lake nsese and the estuary 
would be severed, with potential irrepa-
rable damage to the hydrological and 
ecological functioning of the system
should the port not be allowed to 
develop any further, the development 
strategy of the city would have to be 
adapted to exclude potential port devel-
opment, which could result in large-scale 
economic stagnation of the region

as the unemployment rate in the 
uMhlathuze region currently stands at 41%, 
it is imperative that further development 
takes place in order to increase 
employment and stimulate the economy.

solVing The Problem
once this problem had been identified the 
city, port and the provincial conservation 
and environmental management depart-
ments resolved to overcome the challenges.

the city officials advised that the 
underlying environmental principals in 
preparing esPM and specifically relating to 

■

■

the port areas were:
the creation of a hydrological and eco-
logical link between lake nsese and the 
uMhlathuze estuary to secure environ-
mental services provided by the area
the creation of a link between the 
estuary, lake Cubhu and the southern 
coastal dune belt
Preserving areas of high ecological sig-
nificance, including a system of valuable 
wetlands

City officials also advised that the area 
in question should be conserved until such 
time as finality has been reached on the 
time frames for the port expansion. High-
level protection could only be ensured by 
means of a proclamation as a nature reserve 
which could be de-proclaimed when port 
development commences. 

the port officials advised that the 
land indicated for port development 
and shown on the port master plan was 
known to the city officials and was in-
corporated in the city’s earlier framework 
plans. they also pointed out that the 
strategic environmental assessment car-
ried out had addressed the areas of high 
ecological significance and had made rec-
ommendations for re-establishing these 

■

■

■
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elsewhere, in fact within the corridor 
created by linking the enseleni river and 
the estuary.

The Way forWard 
in an attempt to create a win-win situation 
it was decided that each party will have 
to compromise on its development frame-
works. the following compromise was 
reached:

the port will sacrifice the extreme 
western portion of its proposed future 
quays to allow the corridor to be formed
the corridor will be relocated towards 
the west and will pass around future port 
development to the south of it
the port will extend the development as 
far as possible to the north and south to 
ensure the effective use of space
the city will not proclaim the area in the 
remaining footprint of the framework 
as a nature reserve but the area will be 
protected from further deterioration until 
such time as port development takes place
large tracts of land will have to be pur-
chased to enable the port to develop in 
the long term and the corridor to be estab-
lished. a large portion of this land is cur-
rently being used for sugarcane farming

■

■

■

■

■

the enseleni river will be diverted into 
this corridor if proved to be feasible by 
further studies

a further important benefit of the above 
proposal is the value it offers to the port, 
the city, as well as other developers within 
the region by creating the opportunity for 
environmental offsets.

the proposed land purchase and 
habitat creation is a very large and bold 
step, initiated by the nPa in richards Bay 
with the full support of the city. the oppor-
tunity is therefore to expand the offset offer 
to other developers in the area. this will 
result in various positive results:

Where a wetland, dune forest or other 
feature, for example, is in the path of 
development, even if situated outside 
the port, this game reserve area can be 
used as an offset with the developer 
having to contribute accordingly. the 
contribution will presumably be finan-
cial in order that the reserve managers 
may recreate the feature concerned. 
this process and opportunity may well 
be the solution to allow some develop-
ments to take place that otherwise 
would have not received approval 
through the eia process
this will broaden the interest and in-
volvement in the project and also spread 
some of the financial load
the fact that the project is more visible 

■

■

■

■

and of value to more people and compa-
nies will assist in ensuring that its sup-
port is maintained

the current master plan is depicted in 
figure 4.

furTher inVesTigaTions reQuired
an agreement in principle will result in 
further negotiations and studies to be car-
ried out before this issue can be resolved.

enVironmenTal managemenT 
frameWork
an essential action that is commencing is a 
joint planning exercise by the city and the 
port. this eMF will address future plan-
ning for the two bodies, while ensuring 
that the environment is fully accommo-
dated. the eMF process takes place ac-
cording to recently promulgated legislation 
in south africa, and it has been agreed 
that the study will be a south african pilot 
study, largely funded by the Department 
of agriculture and environmental affairs 
and the Danish international Development 
agency.

enVironmenTal sTudies
extensive environmental studies will be 
required to investigate which species of flora 
and fauna will be established in the corridor 
and in which location. this will include the 
re-establishment of existing species that 

 Figure 2 Port master plan, 2005
Figure 3 The city’s proposed conservation areas 
and proposed port development
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will be disturbed through development 
and creation of wetlands that will be lost. 
a hydrological study will also have to be 
conducted to research the threat of pos-
sible salt water intrusion and the feasibility 
of diverting the enseleni river around the 
future port development in the proposed 
corridor. this process will be undertaken as 
an environmental management framework 
as prescribed in south african legislation. 
other studies will include the assessment of 
the water quality inside the extended port 
as a result of the possible stagnation of the 
water as a result of low flushing rates.

susTainabiliTy of reserVe and PorT
owing to the high cost of purchasing the 
land for port expansion and the establish-
ment of the corridor, it is essential that 
the extent of the area of land acquired be 
kept to a minimum without compromising 
the sustainability of the environment. the 
challenges to be faced in successfully recre-
ating the various features will be daunting, 
but if they are faced with resolution and 
dedication, they will be overcome.

managemenT of The reserVes
the management structures for the reserves 
must be established to ensure that the re-
serves are well managed. the port and city 
and conservation authorities must be part of 
this management to ensure that the objec-
tives of creating the reserve are met. other 
parties that may be included in this impor-
tant aspect will be representatives from local 
industry, local conservation groups and local 
tribal chiefs and the community at large. it is 
envisaged that this initiative will be a prime 
example of how industry, the environment 
and the community can coexist.

memorandum of agreemenT
a memorandum of agreement will have to 
be drawn up stating the right and obliga-
tions of each party. this formal agreement 
will include time frames for development 
and will set out how to implement findings 
of technical studies. it will also contain 
dispute resolution clauses and explain the 
function of each party in the agreement. 
the memorandum should map out the way 
forward to ensure that the goals and objec-
tives are met. it should also deal with the 
question of funding, that is, purchasing of 
land and costs to be incurred thereafter. 
the parties to the agreement should in-

clude representatives from the port, city 
and environmental bodies. the environ-
mental groups included in this agreement 
will include the provincial ezemvelo kZn 
Wildlife and the Department of agriculture 
and environmental affairs. the latter’s 
involvement will be to ensure that the end 
result of this process will be a record of 
decision to allow the port to expand into 
the identified land, providing that the pro-
gramme is completed successfully. 

 
conclusion: a Win-Win siTuaTion
should this venture be successful, it would 
have many positive effects for the port, the 
city, the environment, the economy and the 
community. the port will be able to develop 
and grow beyond its current boundaries and 
support city developments. the city will be 
able to grow into a large port city with an in-
creased revenue base. the environment will 
benefit by the safeguarding of ecologically 
valuable estuaries and natural assets. the 
economy will grow to give economic ben-
efits to the region and in so doing reduce the 
current unemployment rate. the community 
will gain from all of the benefits described 
through having a vibrant local economy and 
being able to enjoy the natural habitat in the 
newly created nature reserves. 

 Figure 4 The current master plan, 2006
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tHe ContraCts planning diagram 
was developed while strategising the 
implementation of the ‘ermelo–Majuba 
new railway line to power station’ project, 
which envisaged a number of different 
contracts.

the basic strategy that was decided 
upon was to use three major civil works 
contracts, one track work contract 
working from both ends, and one elec-
trification overhead track equipment 
(oHte) contract working from both 
ends. the contracts are as follows:

Contract C� earth and civil works, from 
67 km to 50,5 km (16,5 km) 
Contract C2 earth and civil works, from 
50,5 km to 25,9 km (24,6 km)
Contract C3 earth and civil works, from 
25,9 km to 0 km (25,9 km)
Contract C4 Multidisciplinary work for 
the  coal export line deviation at the 
coal line junction
Contract C5 Buildings contract for seven 
sub-stations, five relay rooms and fa-
cilities in Majuba yard
Contract C6 track work for the full dis-

■

■

■

■

■

■

tance, from both ends
Contract E� oHte of full project, from 
both ends
Contract E2 electrical work at the seven 
sub-stations
Contract S� signalling works for the 
overall railway line
Contract S2 integrated train condition 
monitoring systems (itCMs)
Contract S3a Cellphone communication 
for train operations
Contract S3b line-side communications

although these contracts would all 
happen concurrently, the interrelation-
ship between them was not so apparent.

During the process of trying to de-
fine where the various contracts would 
influence one another – and especially 
trying to define sectional completion for 
contract C1 – the idea of a contracts plan-
ning diagram (CP diagram) was born. it 
soon proved to be a very useful tool.  

basics of The diagram
the CP diagram uses the same principle 
as train operations diagrams used by 

■

■

■

■

■

■

train operators to plan train schedules, 
where the movement of a train and its 
stationary periods at crossing loops are 
indicated diagrammatically over both 
time and distance along a route.

in the CP diagram described below, 
a to-scale diagram of the proposed 
ermelo–Majuba railway line was used as 
the vertical axis and the implementation 
period of the project as the horizontal 
axis (see figure 1).

Planning The inTerrelaTionshiPs
contract c1 and trackwork
at the time of starting the CP diagram, 
some limiting requirements had been 
given by the employer, namely that all 
contracts have to be awarded by august 
2007 and that physical work should be 
completed by December 2009 for com-
missioning by March 2010. the above 
contract strategy had also been decided 
upon.

to enable the preparation of the 
diagram, certain assumptions had to be 
made regarding possible rates of overall 

Text Piet Nel 
Transnet Projects 
083-455-6303 
pietn@protekon.co.za

Development of the contracts planning diagram
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progress of the various types of contracts:
Earthworks assumed progress of overall 
1 km of formation in 1,5 months
Track work assumed progress of 3,5 km 
track work per month
OHTE assumed progress of 3,5 km 
oHte per month, but lagging track 
work by one month

theoretical progress of contract C1 
was then plotted on the CP diagram 
starting from its beginning at 67,5 km by 
March 2007 and assuming no progress 
during the December breaks. to visualise 
the interaction, the same was done for the 
track work, contract C6, starting from 
both ends by January 2009 to completion 
in December 2009 (see figure 1).

this immediately indicated that con-
tract C1 would have to have a sectional 
completion of some section of formation 
to enable the track work, contract C6, 
to start platelaying on the formation by 
February 2009. using the logic that is 
apparent in the CP diagram, it can be 
seen that the track work, contract C6, 
cannot start before January 2009 without 

■

■

■

causing a standing time problem owing 
to formation not being available, that is, 
the track work diagram cannot cross the 
earthworks diagram (see figure 1).

referring to figure 2, sectional 
completion for contract C1 can now be 
defined as to make available enough for-
mation to enable the track work, contract 
C6, to start from the end at 67 km by 
February 2009.  

Following the dotted arrow from 
January 2009, the earthworks, contract C1, 
could progress to 53 km by January 2009. 

However, to allow some float, it was 
decided to specify sectional completion 
for contract C1 as formation from Majuba 
yard up to 56 km (see full arrows). 
Following the track work diagram, this 
first 11 km of formation would be ‘used 
up’ by May 2009 and a further section 
from 56 km to 52 km should be specified 
as sectional completion for contract C1.

contract c2 
Contract C2 consists of the section from 
25,9 km to the end of contract C1 at 

50,5 km, including the Vaal river bridge. 
this river causes a physical barrier that 
prevents contractors from crossing it for 
construction purposes. the contractor 
therefore has to construct from both ends 
of this section towards the Vaal river. 
the preparation of documentation lags 
that of contract C1 to such an extent 
that construction can only start by end 
May 2007, as indicated with the assumed 
progress of contract C2 in the CP dia-
gram in figure 3.

evaluating the need for sectional com-
pletion again, we have to look at the pos-
sible progress of the track work, contract 
C6. Following the arrows in figure 3, the 
following becomes apparent:

By the time of completion of contract 
C1 (as set out above) formation to its 
end at 50,5 km is made available for 
use by contract C6 to the end of June 
2009
By this time further formation must be 
made available by contract C2. once 
more, to have a bit of float it was de-
cided to specify sectional completion 

■

■

Development of the contracts planning diagram
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for contract C2 as formation from its 
start at 50,5 km to 38 km by the end of 
March 2009. Contract C6 will complete 
platelaying from the Majuba side to this 
point by october 2009, and by then 
all formation from contract C2 would 
be available for the completion of track 
work from Majuba up to 32 km by 
December 2009

contract c3
this contract covers the section from 
0 km (the junction with the coal ex-
port line) to the end of contract C2 at 
25,9 km, and the documentation is such 
that construction can only start at the 
end of august 2007.

the CP diagram was of considerable 
help in understanding the situation and 

planning this contract. it can be clearly 
seen from the CP diagram in figure 4 
that starting from any one end only for 
contract C3 will cause the line on the 
diagram to cross the track work line, 
which means there will be a stage that 
the track work contractor will not have 
any formation to do platelaying on. even 
starting from both ends working towards 

3
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the middle of the contract could cause a 
similar problem. the contract therefore 
had to be specified to start at two points 
working towards the Vaal river, that is 
from 0 km to 13 km, and from 13 km to 
the end of contract C2 at 25,9 km, as in-
dicated in the diagram in figure 4.

Considering sectional completion for 
track work formation again, it is clear 
from the CP diagram that at the start of 
the track work, contract C6, at 0 km by 
January 2009, some section of forma-
tion has to be provided for platelaying. 
Contract C3 could progress up to about 
11 km by January 2009. Following the 
arrows, the first sectional completion is 
therefore specified as formation up to 

10 km by end January 2009. this 10 km 
would be ‘used up’ by contract C6 by 
middle May 2009. Contract C3 could 
progress up to 13 km by this date, and 
this is the reason for splitting contract C3 
at the 13 km point.

on the same date contract C3, on 
its section from 13 km towards 25,9 
km, could progress to about 23 km. the 
second sectional completion is again 
specified as formation from 10 km up 
to 19 km by middle May 2009, which 
would be sufficient for contract C6 to the 
end of July 2009, after which all forma-
tion would be available for completion to 
32 km by December 2009.

other contracts
the other contracts did not have the 
same difficult interrelationships, and the 
complete CP diagram for this project is 
indicated in figure 5.

over and above the sectional com-
pletion described above, the buildings 
contract (contract C5) requires sectional 
completion on all civil contracts C1 to C3 
for the earthworks platforms for the trac-
tion sub-stations, as indicated in the CP 
diagram in figure 5 (C1/s1, C2/s1, C2/s2 
and C3/s1).

Furthermore, the construction of 
temporary material yards by contract C6 
to receive track work material is required 
during June 2008 to august 2008, which 

5
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requires sectional completion on contract 
C3 for the earthworks required for this 
at the junction with the coal export line 
(0 km) by the end of May 2008 (C3/s2).

no sectional completion was required 
for the electrical contracts, while only 
one sectional completion for the signal-
ling contracts was required for the signal-
ling of the take-off set of points for the 
material siding at the coal export line 
junction at 0 km (s1/s1). 

conclusion
the development of the CP diagram 
has provided a very useful tool for the 
designers of the ermelo–Majuba project, 
enabling them to plan the interrelation-

ship between the various contracts. it 
helps to give a diagrammatic picture of 
the interrelationship between the various 
contracts which is very easy to develop 
and understand and also easy to revise as 
circumstances change.

the diagram will be updated with 
the actual progress as it happens, and 
then it will be used to forecast the 
interactions with the other contracts. 
the diagram should be used extensively 
during the implementation phase for un-
derstanding and managing the risks of 
one contractor delaying others, and can 
be a useful tool during risk reduction 
meetings in terms of the neC contract 
document. 

The development of the CP 

diagram has provided a very 

useful tool for planning the 

interrelationship between the 

various contracts. It helps to 

give a diagrammatic picture of 

the interrelationship between 

the various contracts which is 

easy to develop, understand 

and revise. The diagram will be 

updated with the actual progress 

as it happens, and then used to 

forecast the interactions with the 

other contracts. The diagram 

should be used extensively during 

the implementation phase for 

understanding and managing  

the risks of one contractor  

delaying others
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Passenger rail TransPorT:  
a deVeloPmenTal signaTure
at a time when south africans are still 
debating the merits of the high-speed 
Gautrain, China seems to have realised that 
passenger rail transport is a basic require-
ment for building and sustaining big cities. 
also, while south africa is drowning in 
a sea of unimplemented transport plans, 
strategies, perspectives, charters and 
frameworks, the Chinese are increasingly 
becoming the envy of the developed world 
through ‘learning by doing’. the unprece-
dented rate at which they are implementing 
passenger rail networks is evidence of this. 

Passenger rail transport is a develop-
mental signature of the big cities of the 
world, to the extent that the functioning 
of these cities without rail is almost un-
imaginable. While satisfaction with train 
services varies from city to city and from 
person to person, investments in rail have 
shaped lifestyles in these cities and provide 
city dwellers with the basic mobility to ac-
cess essential amenities. also, city dwellers 
experience a sense of ownership through 
their ability to explore their cities. 

these transport modes – especially 
the high-performance modes – are able to 
satisfy relatively high travel demand more 
efficiently, hence their suitability for large 
and densely populated urban areas.  

rail Technology is eVolVing
Credit is due to manufacturers such as 
Bombardier transportation and alstom, as 
well as numerous research organisations 
around the world, for exploiting the full 

potential of rail technology. Generally, the 
quest has been the cost-effective develop-
ment of efficient and cleaner technologies 
that ensure higher travel speeds and im-
proved passenger comfort. 

While high-speed trains using more 
mature technology reach operating speeds 
as high as 200–300 km/h, magnetic levita-
tion transport (maglev) can reach speeds 
of more than 500 km/h. For example, the 
30 km maglev running between Pudong 
airport and longyang station in China 
operates at a speed of 430 km/h. (rail 
speed records are continuously being 
broken around the world, however, and 
on 3 april 2007 a French high-speed tGV 
reached a top speed of 574,8 km/h.) 

Maglev technology has been in develop-
ment for almost the past three decades and 
is now commercially available, and further 
developments are producing numerous var-
iations. the basic design philosophy, how-
ever, is based on the use of electromagnets 
for non-contact levitation and propulsion of 
the train along a fixed line. the technology 
can accommodate grades as high as 10% 
and sharper bends, typical of some of the 
south african terrain. the efficiency of the 
braking system ensures minimum time 
wastage at stations and passenger comfort 
is not compromised, to the extent that no 
seatbelts are required and passengers are 
free to move around in the cabin at any 
travel speed.

Developments in high-speed wheel-rail 
contact trains have been producing ever-
higher travel speeds and lighter trains. 
Passenger discomfort around bends is 

being addressed by the use of tilt tech-
nology. the ability to operate on some pre-
existing tracks – albeit at reduced speeds 
– is an added advantage. 

light rail transit systems are often 
preferred to high-speed trains because of 
their ability to operate in different right-of-
way environments and to enhance urban 
aesthetics. 

automated guided rail technology 
has also come of age. these systems are 
unmanned and save on operating costs as 
a result of reduced labour and fleet sched-
uling optimisation, although capital costs 
are relatively high. 

examples of conceptual technology 
are so-called tubular trains and free-gauge 
trains. tubular trains do not run on rail 
and have no wheels or engines. the rails 
are attached to the train itself and the train 
runs through mounted rings equipped 
with wheels on which the train moves. 
Proponents of the tubular train concept be-
lieve that, once developed, this technology 
will be relatively cheaper than conventional 
high-speed rail and maglevs, with little 
environmental damage. Free-gauge trains, 
on the other hand, are conceptualised to 
run on different types of track gauges, thus 
making it easier to integrate services. While 
not a new concept, personal rapid transport 
systems have taken the idea of demand-
responsive transport further. in this 
system, small automated rail vehicles – the 
equivalent of a light passenger car – run on 
elevated rails and are used when service is 
demanded by a passenger or a small group 
of passengers. 

Text Erick Mulaudzi 
CSIR Intern: Passenger Transport 
emulaudzi@csir.co.za

 
 

Mathetha Mokonyama 
CSIR Senior Researcher: Passenger Transport 
mmokonyama@csir.co.za

Noteworthy advances 
in passenger rail transport

Some implications for South Africa
some of the latest developments in passenger rail technology presented in the article are 

 worth noting by the south african civil engineering profession. While some may appear  

far-fetched, the article outlines the potential of rail in properly developed urban areas
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Technology and business models
although numerous new rail technology 
patents are being developed, the critical 
issue is to adopt the technology to render 
quality passenger transport services to 
customers. 

in south africa, where the drive is 
towards the refurbishment of existing rail 
infrastructure, the adoption of most of the 
latest technology should probably not be 
expected. However, the situation could 
alter if the south african public passenger 
transport environment becomes an at-
tractive investment option for the private 
sector. For example, some european coun-
tries are exploring the use of high-speed 
trains over long distances as an alternative 
for domestic airlines services, based on the 
total service package offered to customers. 
in south africa, the recently unveiled in-
tention to construct a high-speed rail link 
between Johannesburg and Durban could 
be pitched at this level amidst tighter air-
line regulations, which are creating rather 
hostile services. this specific project, how-
ever, has also sparked debates around gov-
ernment’s transport intervention priorities.

Many large rail projects have often 
fallen short of meeting their financial 
projections and ended up receiving oper-
ating subsidies from governments. their 
implementation appears to be more politi-
cally driven than technically driven. the 
Chinese have attempted to reduce imple-
mentation costs by focusing on developing 
manufacturing and implementation skills 
internally and using local resources as far 
as possible. in south africa, the nature of 
land use patterns and populations densi-
ties are such that for some time to come, 
high-performance transport modes will by 
default require operating subsidies to make 

them attractive to the average south african 
user. south african transport systems have 
historically been – and still are – reliant on 
some form of subsidy.

The souTh african realiTy
From a rail passenger transport perspec-
tive, getting the basics right would be the 
first prize in south africa. these would 
include:

eliminating level crossing accidents
training rail security officials and im-
proving their work ethic
offering improved pedestrian infrastruc-
ture design and delivery to pedestrians 
accessing rail stations 
accepting that the provision of adequate 
railway police is a basic requirement, not 
a favour to passengers 
improving train station aesthetics

■

■

■

■

■

implementing performance-based con-
tracts for rail services

the south african rail Commuter 
Corporation recently introduced newly 
refurbished 10M5 trains with improved 
customer comfort features. this is a step in 
the right direction. similarly, the planned 
soweto express train service, also with 
customer-oriented features, is worth ap-
plauding.

References are available on request

■

 Above: Tubular train concept. Source: Damninteresting.com
Right: Magnetic levitation train. Source: Transrapid  

International-USA
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South African dry-docking facilities
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origins of dry docks
ships are built on land and the initial 
launching of a new building is a one-way 
affair – downhill. it is usually done on 
greased timber. the technology today is 
very sophisticated, despite the apparently 
archaic method. tradition has it that in 
the old days russian bear fat was used and 
the bear had to be shot at the right time of 
the year! nowadays the timber of both the 
standing and the sliding ways is coated with 
specially formulated waxes and a layer of 
calcium based grease is laid up between. 
once the vessels begin to move, the friction 
is generally in the order of 1%.

But vessels must return to dry land at 
regular intervals for inspection, mainte-
nance and repair of the underwater body of 
the hull, of the stern gear and any other un-
derwater kit. Getting them back on dry land 
is a much more difficult affair. it’s an uphill 
thing. they must be dry docked. 

in the beginning, when vessels were 
small, they were just hauled up and down 
the beach and from this the slipway devel-
oped. it probably first came into use in the 
Mediterranean and for thousands of years 
– at least as far back as the late Bronze age 
– the slipway consisted of a sled of heavy 
timber runners over timber sleepers laid on 
the beach. some of these are still in use in 
Greece (figure 2).

this is the system i used to move the 
100 t replica of the Dias caravel into the 
museum in Mossel Bay (figure 3).

in 1819 thomas Morton of edinburgh 
patented the modern system of a cradle on 
wheels on rails together with the idea of 
using sliding bilge blocks that are pulled in 
after the vessel has taken the keelblocks fore 
and aft to keep it upright. a typical ‘patent 
slip’ is shown in figure 4.

starting in the 1850s, the Crandall 
family in new england developed their own 

particular type of slipway known commonly 
as a ‘marine railway’ or, more specifically, 
a ‘railway dry dock’ – terminology that is 
technically more correct but cumbersome 
compared to ‘slipway’. the key features were 
the use of live rollers instead of wheels and 
axels, cradles built up at the stern to give a 
level line of blocks despite the declivity of 
the ways and a concomitant decking to the 
cradle to give assess to the vessel, docking 
frames mounted on the cradles to assist 
in docking the vessels and chain hauling 
instead of steel wire rope winches. a typical 
‘railway dry dock’ is shown in figure 5.

the Dutch contribution would appear to 
be the floating dock. When the big square-
rigged east indiamen were developed their 
draft was too great to pass the shoals of 
Pampus that blocked the way to amsterdam 
through the Zuiderzee at anything less than 
spring tide. not only did the men want to 
get home after a long voyage, the merchants 
on the quay wanted their cargo. so they 
developed a system of camels that could be 
strapped under the bilges and so lighten 
the vessel that it could pass the shoals at 
any tide. it was but a simple step from these 
camels to the idea of the floating dock. a 
sketch of the use of camels is shown in 
figure 7.

one sometimes comes across the 
apocryphal account of the cutting down 
of a hulk called the ‘Camel’ in the Baltic 
in the time of Peter the Great and fitting a 
gate in the stern to make the first floating 
dock. the story was first reported by a Mr 
Vignoles in the discussion to edwin Clark’s 
paper on the first shiplift and is untrue. 
subsequently, Clark’s nephew, lionel, at 
the end of the 19th century, made a major 
contribution to the technology of floating 
docks.

edwin Clark was robert stephenson’s 
house boffin and his re on the construc-

South African dry-docking facilities
3

 Figure 1 How not to dry dock (Wreck of Antipolis, 1976)
Figure 2 Greek ship sled (Chania, Crete, 1986)

Figure 3 Moving the Dias Caravel into the Dias Museum, Mossel Bay, 1988
Figure 4 Patent slip, Table Bay – early 20th century

Figure 5 Crandall railway dry dock, 1960
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tion of the Britannia Bridge over the Menai 
straits. He adapted the method of using 
hydraulic jacks for lifting the bridge girders 
into place to build the first shiplift in 
london in 1857. it consisted of two parallel 
rows of hydraulic cylinders set into the dock 
floor with heavy steel beams spanning be-
tween opposing cylinders in the two rows. 
it had a capacity of about 5 000 t lift. the 
ship could be placed on pontoons resting 
on the beams. these pontoons could be 

flooded to sink then drained to float and 
moved off to repair berths so that a large 
number of vessels could be dry docked at 
the same time. it remains one of the most 
sophisticated shiplift systems ever built. 
Clark went on to adapt the concept to the 
first lift-lock at anderton (figure 6).

in 1890 John Blackwood built a very 
different type of shiplift in Barbados. lifting 
motive force was provided by screw jacks 
– a row of long vertical screw rods on both 
sides driven by worms riding on shafting 
down each side. last i heard (1979) it was 
still in operation. this is shown in figure 8.

the modern shiplift was developed by 
raymond Pearlson in the late 1950s using 

steel wire rope winches for lifting motive 
force. these in turn were driven by syn-
chronous electric motors – hence the trade 
name ‘syncrolift’. raymond’s real contribu-
tion was not his invention but his salesman-
ship in selling the shiplift concept to the 
shipping world. a typical shiplift is shown 
in figure 9.

the english are blessed with a large 
number of deep estuaries with very high 
tide ranges, and this led naturally to the 
idea of a graving dock – stick a vessel up a 
creek and dam it off in the dry at low tide. 
in fact it would appear that slipways were 
not popular in england prior to Morton’s 
invention. they preferred graving docks. 

8

 Figure 6 Clark’s hydraulic shiplift, 1857
Figure 7 Use of camels to lighten a ship
Figure 8 Blackwood’s Barbados screw-jack shiplift
Figure 9 A 2 000 t shiplift and transfer yard, 1990

9
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hisTory of souTh african dry docks
the earliest dry docking facility in this 
part of the world was a graving dock built 
in Mauritius in about 1848. Dry docking 
in south africa starts with aaron de Pass. 
although the name is hardly known in 
south africa today, he and his son Francis 
effectively started the south african fishing 
industry, shipping industry, ship repair 
industry, guano trade, mining industry and 
sugar industry – all done on salt snoek. the 
full story is fascinating but needs to be told 
elsewhere.

in 1854 the firm of De Pass, spence 
& Co drew up plans for a graving dock in 
simonstown and in 1856 the simonstown 
Dry Dock Co was formed by the residents 
to implement the project. in 1859 De Pass, 
spence & Co signed a 30-year lease with 
the Cape Colonial government for a slipway 
site in table Bay between the amsterdam 
and Chavonne batteries and imported a 
Morton-type patent slipway in kit form. 
However, it was sold to the simonstown Dry 
Dock Co and De Pass, spence & Co were 
contracted to erect it on a site called sober 

island and later, when it was commissioned, 
to operate it. the sober island slipways are 
shown in figure 11. the no 1 slip built by 
De Pass is on the right. the no 2 torpedo 
Boat slip in the centre was rebuilt by the 
present author in 1976 for navy small craft. 
this rebuild was the first use of vertically 
curved ways in south africa.

the sober island slipway with a capacity 
of 1 500 t was opened by the Governor, 
sir George Grey, in 1860 at a cost of 
£20 000. in 1885 it was purchased by the 
royal navy and incorporated into their 
dockyard establishment. it was rebuilt by 
the south african navy in 1957 and finally 
decommissioned in 1989.

the engineer who completed the 
original construction of the sober island 
slipway, robert Mair, replaced the sliding 
bilge blocks with a system of hinged bilge 
arms he had patented himself. these arms 
have since become typical of the Cape slip-
ways.

a year later, 1861, De Pass, spence & 
Co imported another slipway kit and con-
structed their slipway in table Bay. soon 
afterwards, however, the government de-
cided it needed the site for the new harbour 
works and swapped it for the rights to the 
guano islands. it was these guano rights 
that propelled the De Pass family into their 
other ventures.

as part of the harbour construc-
tion project, a patent slipway was 
constructed at the head of the alfred 

Basin. interestingly, in 1867 the artist 
thomas Bowler published an architect’s 
perspective drawn from the engineers’ 
site plan of the alfred and Victoria basins 
– a copy hangs in the rust en Vreugd 
Gallery in Buitenkant street in Cape town 
– showing the site of this patent slip as 
‘site for patent slip or shiplift’. Presumably 
the engineer, sir John Coode, intended 
one of edwin Clark’s hydraulic shiplifts. 
subsequently, in 1974, the old patent 
slip was replaced on the same site by a 
‘syncrolift’ shiplift. the De Pass slipway 
can be seen at the far left of the picture 
(figure 12).

in 1897 Coode and Partners built 
an 800 t slipway in east london. it was 
extended in World War ii and used for 
building landing craft. the cradle and 
winch have since disappeared but the civil 
works are still in excellent condition. the 
site now forms part of the premises of east 
london shipyard. the method of construc-
tion is shown in figure 13. this is taken 
from Brysson Cunningham’s textbook on 
dock engineering published at the begin-
ning of the 20th century. 

the first graving dock in south africa 
was the robinson dock built off the alfred 
Basin in 1882. the following 60 years saw 
the construction of all the other graving 
docks in the country. no other graving 
docks have been built in south africa since 
then. table 1 lists these five docks.

the selbourn Dock was built by the 

 Figure 10 Aaron de Pass
Figure 11 The Sober Island slipways, 1895
Figure 12 Bowler’s bird’s eye view of Table 

Bay Harbour – now V&A Waterfront
Figure 13 Method of constructing East London slipway

Figure 14 Completion ceremony, Selbourn Dock, Simonstown, 1910
Figure 15 Cross-sections of Edward Dock and pump house

Figure 16 Eldock and NPA Dock, Durban
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British admiralty as part of the naval 
dockyard in simonstown and completed in 
1910. Figure 14 shows the opening of the 
dock. the edward in Durban was planned 
soon after but construction was delayed by 
World War ii and only started in 1919, with 
completion in 1925. it was constructed de-
partmentally by the sar&H under the di-
rection of the re, W r Crabtree. no costs of 
construction are given in the official report. 
Figure 15 shows cross-sections of the dock 
and pump house to illustrate the enormous 
amounts of concrete used in older mass 
gravity construction.

the construction of the sturrock and 
elizabeth docks both received substantial 
contributions from the British admiralty. 
the sturrock is in fact one of an identical 
pair commissioned by the admiralty im-
mediately before World War ii. the other is 
the Captain Cook Dock in sydney. legend 
has it that the admiralty appointed different 
consulting engineers for the two docks and 
the sturrock ended up slightly longer. When 
it was built it was the largest in the world.

in the 1970s three ‘syncrolift’ shiplifts 
were built in south africa (plus one in 
Walvis Bay, which was part of south africa 
at the time). these are listed in table 2.

over the years the nPa or its predeces-
sors, Portnet or sar&H, have maintained 
small floating docks in Cape town and 
Durban. the only floating dock currently 
in their service is the no 3 Floating Dock 
in Durban.

Table � South African graving docks

Dock Started Finished Cost L x B Draft over cill

Robinson  
Table Bay

1876 1882 £156 000 162 x 20 7,6

Selbourn (Navy) 
Simonstown

1905 1910 230 x 29 11

Prince Edward 
Durban

1919 1925 350 x 33 12,5

Sturrock 
Table Bay

1942 1945 £3 600 000 370 x 45 14

Princess Elizabeth 
East London

1942 1947 200 x 27 10

Table 2 South African shiplifts
Lift Owner Capacity (t) Winches Repair bays

Simonstown SA Navy 2 000 22 x 180 t 6

Table Bay NPA 1 750 18 x 180 t 5

Durban SA Navy 2 300 18 x 240 t 3

Table 3 South African floating docks
Dock Owner Capacity (t) L x B Draft Construction

No 3 
Durban

NPA 4 000 100 x 23 6 Rigid – all steel

Eldock 
Durban

Elgin Brown, 
Hamer

8 500 155 x 23,5 6,3 Rigid – steel wings, concrete pontoon

Table 4 Slipways in proclaimed fishing harbours
Harbour Capacity (t) Side Slips Date Comments

Lamberts Bay 120 2 1988 Variant ‘Cape’ type with docking frame and 
hydraulic arm. Designed for 200 t but now 
probably not safe at any load

St Helena Bay 120 4 1970 The largest of the unmodified ‘Cape’ type 
slipways

Saldanha Bay 1 200 2 1969 The original specs called for a 2 000 t 
cradle with only 1 200 t of cradle capacity 
installed

Hout Bay 90 1 1968 ‘Cape’ type with docking frame and hy-
draulic arms

Hout Bay 50 1 1948 ‘Cape’ type with docking frame

Kalk Bay 90 2 1968 Unmodified ‘Cape’ type

Kalk Bay 50 – 1919 Unmodified ‘Cape’ type

Gordons Bay 50 1 1939 ‘Cape’ type with docking frame

Hermanus 90 2 1968 ‘Cape’ type with docking frame

Gansbaai 90 1 1948 Variant ‘Cape’ type with docking frame and 
hydraulic arms
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although by far the greatest tonnage 
of capacity resides in the harbours of the 
national Port authority (nPa), the greater 
number of facilities, the slipways, reside 
in the south african suite of fishing har-
bours. the oldest is the small slip at kalk 
Bay. the original cradle was built to lower 
locomotives to the pont on the orange river 
during General louis Botha’s German south 
West campaign. the hand winch used for 
uphauling the cradle had originally been 
used to raise the cast iron segments of the 
slangkop lighthouse.

as a result of the pelagic fishing boom 
in the 1950s and 1960s, a number of fishing 
companies built their own slipways in 
Hoedjies Bay, stompneus Bay, laaiplek, 
Doring Bay, Hondeklip Bay and Port 
nolloth. once the state provided public 
slipways in the proclaimed fishing harbours 
all of these, except the louw & Halvorsen 
slipway at laaiplek, were allowed to deterio-
rate and were abandoned.

the development of these slipways 
coincided with the introduction of steel to 
replace timber for cradle construction and 
led to the development of a characteristic 
‘Cape’-type slipway.

these new slipways are listed in table 4.

During the 1970s and 1980s the author 
instituted a programme of upgrading the 
‘Cape’ slipway and introduced the use of 
Crandall-type docking frames on these cra-
dles and developed the use hydraulic rams 
operated by hydraulic pumps on the docking 
frame catwalks to actuate the Mair-type bilge 
arms. He also developed compact hydraulic 
cable jacks in 14, 20 and 40 t capacities for 
side slipping vessels on greased timber off the 
main cradle into side slip bays.

the lamberts Bay slipway is the only 
slipway in the country to be coherently 
designed and the only one to be checked 
and certified by lloyds register. it also uses 
vertically curved ways. the derating is a 
result of inappropriate attempts at main-
tenance of what is a sophisticated system. 
this slipway in its original condition is 
shown in figure 17.

the louw & Halvorsen slipway at 
laaiplek with a capacity of 90 t belongs 
to a ship repair company and is still fully 
operational.

a scan along the coastlines of the world 
on Google earth suggests that south africa 
has significantly more dry-docking capacity 
than any other country in the southern 
hemisphere.

issues in dry docking
in theory, for a particular docking of a par-
ticular ship in a particular condition of lading 
on a particular dock, given full structural 
details of the ship and the dock and the load 
distributions within the ship, all the forces 
involved can be computed, particularly so 
with the advent of modern computers. in the 
case of difficult dockings, docking of a laden 
vessel in damaged condition for instance, 
this is sometimes done and the classification 
societies offer this as a service. in practice, 
however, for routine dockings this is logisti-
cally impractical and safe, rapid empirical 
methods that need only a minimum of input 
data – vessel length, beam, draft, trim and 
block coefficient – must be used. Guidance 
on these can be found in Bs 6349: Part 3 and 
in lloyds register, rules for shiplifts and for 
Floating Docks.

large, new-built cargo vessels generally 
have excellent docking plans showing all 
obstructions to the hull, frame positions, 
sections and flats of sides and bottoms and 
the keel loading in docking condition frame 
by frame. on fishing vessels one is lucky 
to get any docking plan at all, even if it is a 
photocopy of a photocopy of a sister ship!

on slipways and shiplifts, the keel-
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block spacing is usually fixed. in graving 
docks and floating docks the blocks must 
be reset for each new docking. Partly this 
is to match the load distribution, partly 
to avoid obstructions on the ships hull. 
this in turn demands sophisticated and 
disciplined block handling procedures and 
the recognition that this is a production, 
not a project activity. it involves rapid and 
efficient methods of handling the blocks 
and of surveying both position and level. 
in a large dry dock the set-up involving a 
few hundred blocks, each weighing in the 
order of a ton, often has to be reset weekly 
and the whole operation must be completed 
within a few hours while the dock is dewa-
tered. standard drawing office practice is to 
work from baselines and centrelines but for 
setting out the keelblocks extra dockyard 
standard conventions are needed to identify 
the reference lines. For instance, does the 
dockmaster’s office instruct the docking 
teams to set the blocks to a reference point 
on the dock floor, the cill perhaps, and sep-
arately, the all-aft position of the vessel for 
positioning it or are the blocks referenced to 
the pre-specified all-aft position? a misun-
derstanding between the office and the dock 
floor could lead to serious consequences.

it is all very well to be able to set the 
blocks accurately and quickly, but the ex-
ercise is wasted if the vessel cannot be got 
into position just as accurately and quickly. 
older docks used capstans, bollards and 
fairleads to warp the vessel into the dock 
and to locate it to the marks. Modern docks 
use leading mules. although it is conceptu-
ally simple, considerable skill is needed 
both in designing and in using the warping 
equipment to achieve efficient usage. the 
system of marking used also needs to be 
careful thought out, perhaps even at the 
design stage of the whole dock. again, this 
is a production, not a project activity and 
standard rigging and survey procedures are 
generally inappropriate.

the main issue in slipways centres on 
the ways and the wheels. essentially slipway 
cradles are a rigid, unsprung system. the 
system design needs to focus on keeping as 
many wheels as possible on the rails bearing 
load. By and large the solution is to use very 
accurate track, large wheels and a two-way 
system. tolerances to level for the rails 
should not exceed ±1,5 mm. to be practical, 
one should not expect underwater in-situ 
concrete for this sort of work to better than 
±100 mm. the author has done compre-
hensive surveys of first class standards of 
conventional civil engineering of slipway 
rails and found that overall the accuracy to 
the rails was ± 75 mm with steps of 25 mm 
at rail joints in places. the only effective 

way to build slipway ways is to precast them 
accurately on shore, monolithically without 
any joints; to use incremental launching to 
move them down into position as casting 
proceeds; to jack the ways beams accurately 
to level then support them permanently on 
rough tremie concrete.

steel slipway rails are subject to their 
own particular form of accelerated low 
water corrosion that is at is most severe just 
below spring low water. one form is corru-
gations of the rail head shown in figure 18. 
the cure is cathodic protection. the other 
form is differential aeration cell corrosion at 
butt joints creating a step in rails, as shown 
in figure 19. the cure here is to use full 

penetration butt welded joints.
the weak points of shiplifts are the steel 

wire ropes that suspend the platform. they 
too exhibit their own peculiar form of cor-
rosion. it occurs at periodic spots along the 
rope, usually at 2–3 m centres, depending 
on the system design. it seems to start in 
the core of the rope with an initial extent of 
about 200 mm along the rope. it is very dif-
ficult to spot by inspection. lloyds rules for 
inspection of shiplift ropes don’t provide for 
this behaviour and can easily miss a defec-
tive rope. the only safe practice is an annual 
magnetic nDt inspection of the full length 
of all ropes on a lift. an extreme case of pe-
riodic corrosion is shown in figure 20.
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 Figure 17 Lamberts Bay slipway
Figure 18 Corrugation corrosion

Figure 19 Butt corrosion
Figure 20 Periodic corrosion in shiplift ropes
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there are two basic forms of shiplift, ar-
ticulated and continuous. in the articulated 
form, the intermediate steel spanning be-
tween the main transverse beams is an in-
dependent unit placed on knuckle bearings 
on the bottom flange of the main transverse 
beams. in the continuous form the interme-
diate steelwork is welded through the main 
transverse beams, as shown in figure 21.

if a rope breaks on an articulated 
system, there is nothing to retrain the end 
of the main beam and it goes to the bottom. 
so too does at least the intermediate steel to 
one side of this beam creating a mess on the 
bottom that must be cleared away before lift 
can be salvaged and the vessel released. the 
sort of damage is shown in figure 22.

in the event of a rope break on a con-
tinuous system, the intermediate steelwork 
helps to support the end of the main trans-
verse beam and recovery is much easier. 
the situation is shown in figure 23.

surprisingly, in most incidents, only one 
rope breaks, the rest hold and the system 
does not ‘unzip’. unzipping is much more 
likely to happen if any attempt is made to 
move the platform before it has been sal-
vaged – as happened in Darwin some years 
ago, with the effective loss of the ship and 
the platform.

Floating docks have a fundamental 
stability problem. When the keelblocks just 
break water, there is no waterplane area to 
either the ship or the pontoon. only the 
wing walls provide stability during this 
critical stage. normally this is not a problem 
but it can become so when pushing the 
limit on the maximum size of vessel. under 
these circumstances or through incorrect 
management of ballast water, floating docks 
have capsized.

currenT siTuaTion
i did attempt to canvass opinion on this 
matter from the south african ship repair 

industry, but the responses i got were all 
unprintable …

although the total turnover of ship 
repair work on the slipways in the fishing 
harbours is relatively small, it is a very 
important component. Fishing is a major 
industry that depends on keeping its 
vessels at sea, and fishing boats are hard-
worked vessels that need a lot of on-going 
maintenance. there is a knock-on effect 
if the fishing harbour facilities are inad-
equate. the vessels move up to the nPa 
facilities, which become blocked with ‘rats 
and mice’.

this was the situation a few years ago 
before the Department of Public Works 
(DPW) stepped in when the fishing har-
bours were in a state of collapse and most 
of the slipways unworkable. Despite the 
potential for technical criticism, DPW did 
step up when they were needed; they put 
a lot of money into these harbours and 
got the job done. the main problem was 
the vehicle they chose: a repair and main-
tenance programme (raMP). essentially 
it was limited to restoring the existing 
facilities with little scope for changing 
the capital stock of the harbours. it was 
unable to upgrade the existing slipways to 
handle more of the larger fishing vessels; 
for instance upgrading the saldanha Bay 
slipway to 2 000 t and installing a 700 t 
Crandall-type slipway with full transfer 
yard in Hout Bay.

in the background, however, is the 
apparent current paralysis of Marine and 
Coastal Management (MCM) with respect 
to their duty of managing these harbours 
and operating the slipways. there seems to 
be an underlying sense that their function 
is biology, not engineering, and a con-
comitant desire to shed their obligations. 
Currently they are grasping at the potential 
of ‘privatising’ and commercialising the 
harbours. the whole issue is beyond the 
scope of this article, but it could impact 
negatively on ship repair activities.

Dry docking and ship repair in the nPa 
ports centres on Durban and Cape town, 
but the characteristics of the industry in 
the two ports are very different. Durban, 
as south africa’s major national port, not 

only has much higher traffic levels than 
Cape town, it is a terminal port. Many 
vessels discharge their entire cargo before 
reloading. it is convenient for them to 
schedule their routine dry docking during 
their turn-around in Durban.

Cape town is not a terminal port. 
today it is effectively a regional port. While 
a large number of tramping reefers do call 
at Cape town to load fish, fruit and wine, 
few of these are in docking condition when 
they arrive. ship repair in Cape town is 
dominated by working vessels, fishing, 
offshore diamond dredging, oil exploration 
and recovery, and antarctic supply and 
research vessels. these vessels, by their 
nature, with large amounts of kit on board, 
involve very much larger turnover of ship 
repair than cargo vessels.

ships are mobile and can pick and 
choose where it suits them to dry dock. 
they also represent very large capital 
investments with competent back-up man-
agement staff able to plan the operation 
and maintenance of their vessels. owners 
actively seek the best deal on ship repair 
they can get, sometimes planning up to a 
few years ahead. irrespective of the set-up 
in any particular port, there is no such 
thing as a monopoly in ship repair and 
ship repairers have to be competitive on an 
international basis.

Currently the overt situation in the 
nPa that led to the reaction i got from the 
ship repairers appears to be much the same 
as that in the MCM. While current public 
service staffing policies are a significant 
factor in the immediate situation and the 
source of much dissatisfaction in the in-
dustry, they are not a matter for this article, 
particularly so since there are deeper issues 
of much greater long-term relevance.

ultimately, the only people who should 
be in dry docking are ship repairers. By and 
large, ship owners will tolerate a docking 
charge up to 10% of the total cost of the 
repair bill without complaining. that may 
be enough to cover the operating costs, but 
it is not enough to amortise the capital cost 
of the docks. operating dry docks is not 
in itself a profitable business, but without 
dry docks ship repairers cannot stay in 

 Figure 21 Hybrid shiplift platform – part 
articulated, part welded continuous

Figure 22 Damage to articulated platform from rope failure
Figure 23 Damage to continuous shiplift platform from rope failure

Figure 24 Sturrock Dock showing poor management 
of block stock at the sides of the dock
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business. ship repair is a variable and high 
risk business that tends to run at an overall 
profit of about 30% of turnover. if the ship 
repairer owns the dock he can add a third 
of his profit, 10% of turnover, and perhaps 
more, towards amortisation of the capital 
cost of the dock. that way he pays off the 
dock fairly quickly. What he forgoes in 
profits, he gains in capital appreciation. the 
money is not lost. 

usually, in practice, when a ship re-
pairer owns the dock, he includes in his 
account a docking charge that tends to 
10% of the repair bill, but is subject to his 
marketing policy. if, on the other hand, he 
does not own the dock, the whole docking 
charge including any excess levied by 
the dock owner is charged directly to the 
client. if the excess is not contributing to 
the company assets, then the ship repairer 
cannot afford to subsidise these charges. 
the first shiplift in london was initially 
prohibited from undertaking ship repair 
itself. For the first two years it ran at a 
substantial loss until the restriction was 
rescinded. thereafter it ran at a profit.

For some time now the nPa and its 
predecessor, Portnet, have attempted to 
run each cost centre at a profit. What this 
means in practice is minimum expenditure 
on maintenance and staff and maximum 
charges. a recent study commissioned by 
the provincial government of the Western 
Cape shows that current nPa docking 
charges are running at some five times the 
international norm. the state of the equip-
ment has deteriorated to a point where 
foreign owners are starting to baulk at the 
risk assessments of dry docking in these 
facilities. Dockings have been falling, as 
shown in table 5.

reasons given include:
Poor cost competitiveness
inadequate maintenance and no reinvest-
ment
inadequate cranage
Poor service delivery
inadequate facilities
Conflict of interests between the nPa  
and industry
low productivity
skills shortage

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

the problem of physical condition is 
worst with the mechanical equipment, 
gates, pumps, cranes, capstans, etc. i am 
not aware of any recent assessment of the 
cost of bringing these and the civil works 
back to best international standards – it 
is bound to be enormous, many millions 
of rands, but this is a drop in the ocean 
compared to the potential turnover of ship 
repair in south africa. in fact, it may well 
be less than the amount DPW has already 
spent on refurbishing the fishing harbours. 
From the public perspective, the long-term 
cost should be very much less than the re-
turn to the exchequer of tax over the whole 
of ship repair activity.

the value of the Western Cape ship 
repair industry to the economy in 1999 
was estimated at r1 200 million, growing 
to more than r1 800 million the following 
year. the breakdown is given in table 6.

Fixing the physical infrastructure, on 
its own, is not sufficient. the staff need to 
be upgraded and motivated but above all, 
a whole new organisational structure is 
needed to implement these changes.

although not unique, public dry docks 
are not common. aside from south africa, 
they tend to be found in places like France 
and new Zealand. in the south african 
case, the problem can be traced back to the 
geopolitical needs of the British admiralty 
in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 

an effective way to get the dry docks 
they  needed was to subsidise the south 
african government into building them. 
the nPa have inherited this situation and 
basically they are riding a tiger with no 
way of getting off. now that the nPa has 
been restructured on a commercial basis, 
the only practical way to resolve the issue 
is for the state to come to the table and 
put up the funds, in the first instance to 
get the facilities restored as it has done for 
the fishing harbours and, subsequently, 
to cover the excess of operating costs over 
income from docking charges set to no 
more than the 10% figure. Various models 
come to mind whereby this could be done, 
but this is not the place to discuss them. 
it is worth keeping in mind, however, that 
the same situation exists with respect to 
the slipways in the fishing harbours. When 
these harbours were built by the Fisheries 
Development Corporation, the influence of 
the sar&H was ubiquitous and everyone 
just ‘knew’ that the state provided dry 
docking.

Whatever machinery is put in place to 
manage the dry docks, it should encourage 
private sector investment in new dry 
docking facilities – as elgin Brown Hamer 
have done when they brought the 8 500 t 
eldock floating dock to Durban. an active 
policy of encouraging privately owned dry 
docking facilities will allow the nPa and 

Table 5 Recent dry dockings
2003 2004 2005 (Oct)

Synchrolift 294 265 192

Robinson Dock 45 45 32

Sturrock Dock 45 35 19

Table 6 Contribution of the South African ship repair industry to the economy in 2000
R-million As %

Crew spending 29 1,6%

Port revenue 36 2,0%

Repairers’ revenue 450 24,7%

Purchases from ship suppliers 560 30,7%

Subcontracted repair work 750 41,1%

Total 1 825 100,0%
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the state to reduce their participation in dry 
docking. Whether this will allow them to 
get out of dry docking completely or what 
the optimum balance of public and private 
dry docks should be is a separate issue.

Currently DCD Dorbyl have committed 
themselves to building an 8 000 tlc shiplift 
and transfer yard in the schoeman Basin in 
Cape town, but have had to put the project 
on indefinite hold because the nPa still 
need the site for containers and cannot say 
when they can release it.

the booming oil industry in West 
africa is creating a demand for a consider-
able increase in dry-docking capacity. the 
DCD Dorbyl project in Cape town would 
handle the service vessel business, but it 
cannot handle the big money, the drill rigs, 
semi-submersibles and FPso (floating pro-
duction, storage and offloading) vessels. a 
supertanker-sized dock would be needed to 
handle all these vessels, although a shorter 
dock limited to the drill rigs and semi-subs 
may well prove more cost effective.

at present, the restricted width of the 
harbour entrance at Durban generally 
limits vessel that enter the harbour to pan-
amax size. the big money in ship repair on 
that coast lies in the Cape bulkers used for 
the richards Bay coal trade arriving in bal-
last. now that the project for the widening 
of the entrance to Durban harbour is going 
ahead these vessels will be able to enter the 
harbour and it may be expedient to build 
a new, larger dock in Durban. this is, of 

course, the richards Bay proposal, but 
the necessary infrastructure already exists 
in Durban. if the vessels can be got into 
Durban, that would be the better location.

the nambian Port authority (namport) 
does not suffer from the malaise that afflicts 
the nPa and, amongst other initiatives, is 
actively building its ship repair industry. at 
the beginning of 2006, in conjunction with 

elgin Brown Hamer, it acquired a sister to 
the Durban eldock. if the current situation 
vis-à-vis the nPa and namport continues, 
the entire Cape ship repair industry can be 
expected to relocate to Walvis Bay.

References are available on request
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 Figure 25 Poor condition of keel blocks at the Sturrock Dock
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tHe DeVeloPMent of the Port of Cape 
town requires that the Ben schoeman Dock 
(figure 1) be dredged to increase its water 
depth to –15,5 m to chart datum of the 
port. a geotechnical survey by Protekon has 
revealed that rock is present in the dock and 
that a significant volume of this rock will 
have to be removed.

a study was carried out by Dynamic 
Physics Consultants, WsP Coastal africa 
(then entech Consultants), and the Csir. the 
client was Protekon on behalf of the national 
Ports authority of sa (nPa). the aim of this 
study was threefold: to investigate different 
methods of breaking rock and to determine 
whether blasting would be necessary in this 
particular case; if blasting was necessary, 
to draw up a blasting plan; and in doing so, 
mitigate the impact of blasting on structures, 
bathers, divers, and the marine life.

eXTenT and characTerisTics  
of The rock 
the rock that has to be removed is all in one 
location and covers approximately 35 000 m2. 
about 70 000 m3 of rock, which is greywacke 
and shale, has to be cleared. the rock is mod-
erately to highly fractured and very strong 
(mean uniaxial compressive strength of 
122 MPa; range: 19 MPa to 387 MPa). 

rock breaking 
using a backhoe dredger is the preferred op-
tion for dredging the Ben schoeman Dock 
(D Visser, nPa, Cape town). Because of 
the strength of the rock, it is, however, not 
feasible to dredge all the rock in the dock in 
this manner. only in localised areas may it 
be possible to dredge with a backhoe dredger 
because of the lower strengths and greater 
fracturing of the rock in these areas.

unlike blasting with explosives, non-
explosive methods do not generally offer 

splitting of the rock into particles of lesser 
dimensions than those determined by the 
spacing between the formed holes. rock 
will fracture, but fragmentation can only be 
achieved by sufficiently repeating the process 
or by drilling at very close spacing. Blasting 
will therefore be necessary.

While surface (dobying) charges and 
shaped charges may have unique advantages 
in some applications, these are of a limited 
nature and by far the most practical method 
for harbour deepening is drilling and blasting 
from platforms. in a confined environment, 
such as the Port of Cape town, the use of 
unconfined charges, which of necessity must 
be detonated instantaneously without delays, 
would not be a practical option because of 
environmental constraints.

the drill and blast method is therefore 
recommended as the most effective for the 
Cape town project. the required fragmenta-
tion is that 95% of the pre-treated rock should 
be 500 mm or smaller. Bulking of the rock 
should be at least 10%. 

resTricTions on blasTing 
according to international and south african 
practice, particle velocity is the most ap-
propriate parameter to be considered when 
assessing the potentially damaging effect of 
ground vibrations on structures. it is recom-
mended that peak particle velocities (ppv) 
of 120 mm/s for industrial structures in the 
areas adjacent to the blasting and 50 mm/s 
be adopted for quays. these peak particle 
velocities should be specified to the blasting 
contractor.

the distance from the middle of the Ben 
schoeman Dock to either the quay or the 
roro pier is approximately 220 m. the recom-
mended maximum charges per delay in the 
different areas are given in table 1.

the values in this table are based on con-

servative estimates of the vibration levels. the 
actual values, as revealed by trial blasting, 
may well indicate lower levels of vibration, 
which would allow for a significant increase 
in the above maximum charges per delay. 

Quays are often constructed on reclaimed 
land. the vibration characteristics of the fill 
material that may have been used are such as 
to favour the transmission of low frequency 
vibrations in the region of 3 Hz to 10 Hz. at 
these low frequencies, characteristics of the 
vibration other than its peak particle velocity 
may be important in considerations of poten-
tial damage such as displacement. For this 
reason it would be advisable to monitor quay 
response to blasting in terms of both peak 
velocity and strain.

it is recommended that the adjacent 
berth(s) not be occupied while blasting takes 
place in a particular berth. that is, no ship 
should be moored at Berth 601 (and Berth 
600) while blasting is carried out at Berth 
600. this means that Berth 601 cannot be 
occupied for a short while only (say, an hour) 
at a time. similarly, Berths 600 and 602 
(and Berth 601) should be kept open while 
blasting is carried out at Berth 601. 

no swimming or diving should be al-
lowed in the Ben schoeman Dock during 
blasting.

areas that will require special considera-
tion in respect of sensitivity to waterborne 
pressure are vessels within 100 m of blasting 
and the quay wall within 50 m of blasting. 

the effects of explosion gases released as 
large bubbles underwater, and the turbulence 
and oscillation of these bubbles, are likely to 
be potentially damaging only to nearby struc-
tures, those that are closer than 20 m, say.

Blasting noise in the basin is expected to 
be confined to the harbour area and will not 
exceed 120 dB in surrounding public areas, 
provided the charge per delay is kept to less 
than 300 kg. 

rock throw, bulking and rock displace-
ment is not expected to be of any concern 
during blasting. 

table Bay has no unique biotic attributes 
that would distinguish it from the broader 
West Coast biogeographic province. Four spe-
cies of diving seabirds may occur in the Ben 
schoeman Dock, all of which are listed red 
Data Book species. the only marine mammal 
likely to be present on a regular basis is the 
Cape Fur seal. invertebrates should almost be 
immune to damage from blasting. although 
fish within the dock and closer than 200 m 
to the blasting may be injured, there are usu-
ally few fish in the dock. Chasing or luring 
seals and seabirds out of the dock will make 
it highly unlikely that these animals will be 
injured at all.

drilling and blasTing Plan 
explosives are available in cartridged form 
and as pumpable emulsion. Drilling and 
blasting plans for both types of explosives 
were designed, together with different burdens 

Removal of rock in  
the Port of Cape Town

Table � Recommended maximum charges per delay at different 
distances from the edges of the Ben Schoeman Dock
Distance from the edge of Ben Schoeman 
Dock or the roro pier, up to and including (m)

Charge per delay not exceeding (kg)

150 86

100 39

50 10*

<50 Special care needs to be taken by the contractor 
to limit ppv to 50 mm/s*

* The blasting contractor can decide on whether he wants to use, for example, an air bubble curtain 
or reduce the charge per delay to adhere to the peak particle velocity of 50 mm/s at the quay.
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(distances between rows of blastholes) and 
spacings (distances between holes within a 
row). although pumpable emulsion appears 
to be the best option, it should be left to the 
contractor to specify the type of explosive. a 
blast ratio of 1 kg/m3 was used.

Both in-hole and out-hole delays were 
considered. the different initiation systems 
were described, namely detonating cord, 
shock tube, electric detonators, and electronic 
detonators. although electronic detonators 
are preferable, it should be left to the con-
tractor to decide on the initiation system.

miTigaTion and moniToring
a marine mortality prevention programme 
was drawn up. the blasting contractor should 
follow this programme diligently.

recommendations for effective monitoring 
during blasting can be summarised as follows:

a credible, neutral third party should con-
duct the test and operational monitoring
test monitoring for parameter confirmation 
and system calibration should be con-
ducted with charges at 20% of the largest 
charges planned
Monitoring should include three hydro-

■

■

■

phones for underwater monitoring and 
triaxial geophone monitoring at the base of 
every identified vulnerable structure/instal-
lation. it is recommended that monitoring 
be conducted at the most vulnerable 
buildings/installations: (1) on the quayside 
of either the container terminal or the 
quayside between the Ben schoeman Dock 
and the Duncan Dock, whichever is the 
nearest to the particular blast; (2) on the 
quayside at the south-eastern end of Ben 
schoeman Dock; (3) at the eastern end of 
the container terminal (about 400 m from 
the south-eastern end of the dock along 
the quayside); and (4) between the Victoria 
Basin and the Duncan Dock. test blasting 

may minimise the number of vulnerable 
structures that need to be monitored
Full waveform monitoring (that is, the 
whole seismic wave and not only its peak) 
is recommended
the results from every blast should be logged
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 Figure 1 Aerial view of the  
Ben Schoeman Dock in the Port of Cape Town
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tHe national Ports authority of south 
africa (nPa) has extended the coal terminal 
at the Port of richards Bay by constructing 
Berth 306 (figure 1). this berth is adjacent to 
the existing coal berths of richards Bay Coal 
terminal. approximately 1,3 million cubic 
metres of sand is required as fill behind the 
quay wall of Berth 306 and for extending the 
stacking areas for coal landwards of the quay. 
a borrow area for acquiring this sand has 
been identified by Marine Geosolutions. this 
area is located about 7 km east-northeast of 
the port entrance in about 32 m of water. 

a study was undertaken by WsP Coastal 
africa (then entech Consultants) for ecoserv 
on behalf of nPa and the richards Bay Coal 
terminal to determine whether a signifi-
cant physical impact on the shoreline (the 
northern beaches of richards Bay) might 
result from the dredging of sand from the 
borrow area. 

PreVious sTudies on The influence of a 
dredge PiT on The shoreline 
the following conclusions were drawn from 
the literature survey:

in general, the proposed sand borrow pit 
envisaged for richards Bay will adhere to 
the european and Japanese regulations and 
guidelines 
Dredging sand can cause either erosion 
or accretion or both to the shoreline, de-
pending on the sand regime
For minimum impact on the shoreline, the 
layout of sand borrow area should follow 
these guidelines:

  remove sand over a larger area
  limit the depth of cut of the dredger 
(that is, make a shallow hole)

■

■

■

  if possible, orientate the main axis of 
the borrow area parallel to the wave 
crests
  the borrow area should be in deeper 
water

Clearly, practical aspects like being able 
to dredge economically in the specific water 
depth must also be considered. 

layouT of The dredge PiT 
Volume computations confirmed that 1,3 mil-
lion cubic metres of sand can be sourced 
by dredging the whole borrow area without 
exceeding a depth of cut of 2 m. at the same 
time, side slopes of 1: 10 were taken into 
account around the borrow pit. Dredging 
will be approximately 0,3 m above the rocky 
substrate to prevent damage to the dredger. 
the length over which the borrow pit can be 
trailed by a trailing suction hopper dredger is 
long enough to ensure that its hopper can be 
filled in one pass of the borrow pit.

enVironmenTal daTa 
the average median grain size at the borrow 
pit (D50) is 0,30 mm (medium sand). 

Directional wave measurements by the 
Csir covering about 6,8 years were analysed 
to represent the average annual climate at 
the location of the wave buoy just outside 
the Port of richards Bay. Wave conditions 
were schematised into a few conditions by 
conserving the energy flux of the individual 
wave conditions. these wave conditions were 
then converted to equivalent deep-sea wave 
conditions for the refraction.

the sWan model was applied to simulate 
refraction with and without the borrow pit 
and to predict the nearshore wave conditions 

in the vicinity of the borrow pit and along the 
5 m contour. Wave direction and wave height 
difference plots were prepared to visualise the 
effect of the borrow pit on the wave condi-
tions (figure 2). the magnitude of the changes 
in wave conditions as a result of the borrow 
pit were extremely small, with the largest 
changes occurring in relatively deep water 
in the vicinity of the borrow pit. Maximum 
changes in wave direction near the borrow pit 
are less than 1 ,̊ while changes in wave height 
are less than 5 cm only. 

Figure 3 illustrates the variation in the 
significant wave height along the 5 m contour 
for one of the representative wave conditions. 
in this figure the wave height variation is 
plotted without and with the borrow pit. 
the changes in wave direction that will 
be found along the 5 m contour were also 
plotted. similar figures were produced for the 
other wave conditions. these figures clearly 
depict that virtually no change in the wave 
characteristics will be found along the 5 m 
contour. the situation will be the same along 
the breaker line, namely negligible changes 
in wave height and direction can be expected 
along the shore.

it was therefore concluded that the 
changes in wave height and in wave direction 
resulting from the borrow pit would be negli-
gible along the northern beaches of richards 
Bay. as such, no wave focusing on the shore-
line is expected because of the borrow pit.

Based on current measurements 2 m 
above the seabed, the current regime at the 
borrow pit was schematised into a few cur-
rent conditions. the combined wave and cur-
rent climate at the borrow pit was compiled 
by assuming that the wave conditions are 
independent from the current conditions. 

sedimenT TransPorT regime 
longshore sand transport
Waves are the dominant mechanism for gen-
erating currents in the surf zone. as shown 
in the refraction modelling, the impact of the 
borrow pit on the wave characteristics along 
the shoreline is negligible. the impact of the 
borrow pit on the generation of currents by 
waves is therefore also negligible. the borrow 
pit does not influence the winds and only has 
a negligible impact on the tide. tidal currents 
are insignificant in south african waters 
along the open coast. in addition, the agulhas 
Current usually flows south-westwards along 

Effect of borrow pit dredging on 
shoreline stability at Richards Bay
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the kwaZulu-natal coast. the core of the 
agulhas Current is, however, typically located 
just offshore of the continental shelf break. at 
richards Bay the shelf break is approximately 
15 km to 30 km from the shoreline. as such, 
the influence of the agulhas Current on surf 
zone currents is only minor, if not negligible. 
in addition, the impact of the borrow pit on 
the agulhas Current is minor. 

it was thus concluded that the impact of 
the borrow pit on the waves and the currents 
in and near the surf zone would be negligible. 
therefore, virtually no change resulting from 
the borrow pit is expected in the longshore 
transport rates along the northern beaches. 

cross-shore sand transport
the borrow pit is far enough offshore to 
prevent beach drawdown into the dredge 
hole from taking place (that is, the toe of 
the beach slope will not be dredged away 
causing slumping of the beach into the 
borrow pit). 

another consideration is that the 
dredging of the borrow pit may increase 
the wave height in certain areas along the 
shoreline whilst decreasing the wave height 
in other areas (wave focusing). these af-
fected areas vary in location according to, 
for example, the wave direction. in terms of 
cross-shore transport, it means that in certain 

areas more erosion can be expected during 
storms, but less erosion in other areas. if the 
direction of the waves during a storm changes 
or the next storm approaches from a different 
direction, the zones where more and less 
erosion will occur shift. the effect is that the 
zone of less erosion of the second storm can 
counteract the zone of more erosion of the 
first storm, etc. this means that the impact 
of the borrow pit is reduced and spread over 
large areas. 

the implication is thus that small or even 
moderate changes in the wave characteristics 
can result in small impacts. However, it 
was found in the wave refraction that only 
negligible changes can be expected in the 
wave characteristics along the shoreline 
(virtually no wave focusing). it can therefore 
be concluded that the impact of cross-shore 
transport resulting from the borrow pit will 
be negligible.

aeolian sand transport
the dominant winds at richards Bay gen-
erally blow alongshore (up and down the 
beach). Because the northern beaches are 
eroding, they are narrow, vegetation grows 
close to the water, and most of the time the 
beaches are wet. the result is that aeolian 
transport is low and as such, changes in 
beach width in the order of a few metres 

caused by changes in longshore and cross-
shore transport will only have a small effect 
on the aeolian sand transport. However, both 
the expected impacts by longshore and cross-
shore transport resulting from the borrow pit 
are negligible. it can therefore be concluded 
that the effect of aeolian sand transport re-
sulting from the borrow pit is also negligible.

sand transport at the borrow site
two independent approaches were followed 
to estimate the rate at which sedimentation 
of the borrow pit will occur, namely (1) the 
migration rate of sand dunes on the seabed as 
determined from geophysical investigations; 
and (2) computing the infill rate by using the 
combined wave and current climate. it was 
found that the infill rate of the borrow pit will 
be between 50 m3/m per year and 180 m3/m 
per year. these rates compare well with the 
infill rates of harbour entrance channels found 
from around the world. the expected time that 
it will take to totally fill the borrow pit is esti-
mated to range from 5 years to 16 years, with a 
best estimate of approximately 10 years.

 
shoreline changes along The 
norThern beaches 
usually shoreline erosion and accretion, es-
pecially over a time scale of months to a few 
years, are caused by:

Gradients in longshore sediment transport 
along the shore
adding sand to the beach 
extracting sand from the beach

the influence of the borrow pit on the 
longshore, cross-shore, and aeolian transport 
will be negligible. the borrow pit is located 
offshore of the littoral active zone (in about 
32 m of water), which exceeds by far the 
limit of the littoral active zone at richards 
Bay (approximately 9 m). (note that limited 
sand transport does occur in deeper water.) 
the dredging of sand from the borrow pit 
will therefore take place outside of the littoral 
active zone and, as such, does not constitute 
sand mining in the littoral active zone along 
the shoreline. the borrow pit will therefore 
not change the gradients in the longshore 
transport in any significant way. sand will 
also not be extracted from or added to the 
littoral active zone. it can therefore be con-
cluded that the effect of the borrow pit on 
shoreline evolution will be negligible.

no mitigation measures are required as 
long as the sand is dredged over the whole 
borrow pit whilst limiting the depth of cut to 
2 m vertically. a side slope of the dredge pit of 
approximately 1:10 is recommended.

Lukas de Waal, Transnet Capital Projects 
(lukasdw@npa.co.za)  

Koos Schoonees and Andre van Tonder,  
WSP Coastal Africa (Pty) Ltd  

(koos.schoonees@wspgroup.co.za and  
andre.vantonder@wspgroup.co.za) 
Quentin Hurt and Mia Antoni, Ecoserv  

(q@ecoserv.com and mia@ecoserv.com
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Figure 2 Wave height difference map* 

Figure 3 Wave height along the 5 m contour for wave condition 5

*Wave condition 5 – deep-sea significant wave height = 2,80 m; peak wave period = 9,6 s; direction = 204 degrees



It Is often saId that a company’s greatest asset is its human 

capital, yet articles and adverts deal with products, its benefits 

and features. In a country where the skills shortage has reached 

critical proportions, Plasserail and Ramco can show an invest-

ment in developing skills going back to 1989.

In the late 1980s Plasserail realised that unless they invest in 

the development of skills required for their unique business, they 

may not be able to continue to excel in their field of expertise. 

Investing in human capital started with an intake of apprentices 

in 1989 and 1990 by advertising in local papers. In the 1990s 

there were no intakes but rather retrenchments as a result of 

reduced demand for mechanised maintenance. the company is 

still feeling the pinch of the action.

the 1990s brought about a new challenge to the company’s 

skills pool – high-technology machines. as technology in track 

maintenance machinery progressed with sophisticated elec-

tronics, laser technology, computerisation, sophisticated hydrau-

lics etc, the demand on the theoretical and practical knowledge 

of the company’s staff also increased.

higher levels of theoretical knowledge was available from 

the technikons, therefore in 2002 and 2005 the company offered 

experiential training to students to complete their diploma in en-

gineering. the company could then select from these students 

suitable candidates to start their career with the company.  

Plasserail and Ramco are also committed to the development 

of skills within their current staff complement. In 2003 the com-

pany selected suitable employees to be trained as millwright ap-

prentices at esselenpark and currently the company is selecting 

experienced operators and fitters with potential to be sent for 

trade test preparation.

It should be noted that Plasserail started its skills develop-

ment process way before the implementation of skills levies or 

the setas. the company’s only objective was to contribute to 

skills development ensuring a pool of skills. In the past 17 years 

Plasserail has trained 48 individuals at the higher skills levels of 

which 75% were african, including two woman (these figures 

only refers to higher levels of training and excludes ongoing 

in-house training of staff).  Greater emphasis was placed on pre-

viously disadvantaged trainees from the beginning, and was the 

corner stone of Plasserail and Ramco’s affirmative action policies 

that followed later.

the investment in human capital has paid high dividends 

over the past 17 years with 50% of the selected candidates 

remaining in the full-time employment of the company. these 

trainees have also excelled and are filling various managerial, 

supervisory, technician and fitter positions in the company. 

through their combined skills development plan and in-house 

training programme, Plasserail has trained and upskilled nu-

merous employees.

Plasserail is particularly proud of its staff who operate and 

maintain the IM2000 track Geometry Measuring Vehicle. this ve-

hicle is the most technologically advanced machine in Plasserail’s 

fleet. the team on the machine are all previously disadvantaged 

trainees, including the supervisor. since they took over the op-

eration and maintenance of the IM2000, the availability improved 

from 93% to over 97% in the past two years.

PLASSERAIL AND RAMCO 
Successful Investment In Human Capital

 20 Lautre Road, Stormill, Roodepoort, PO Box 103 Maraisburg, 1700  Tel: 011-761-2400  Fax: 011-474-3582  plasserail@plasser.co.za
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FisH BolteD rail Joints have been 
one of the major locations and causes of 
maintenance on rail track since the first 
railway line was built. Discontinuity of the 
track running surface produces dynamic 
impact loads battering the rail joint ends 
and bending the rail. this causes greater 
stress on the ballast and subgrade, which in 
turn increases ballast settlement and pro-
duces uneven track. the pumping action at 
the joints also accelerates rail failure, sleeper 
wear, and fouling of the ballast at the joint.

the introduction of continuous welded 
rail has vastly improved the geometric sta-
bility of the track structure. nevertheless, 
the localised change in the metallurgical 
character of the rail that can occur in the vi-
cinity of welds can ultimately lead to a loss 
of running smoothness which can initiate 
corrugations and promote the development 
of localised track geometry irregularities, 
pulverisation and movement of the ballast, 
and damage to fastenings and sleepers.

this has, however, improved quite 
dramatically with the development of the 
flash butt welding process. this process, 
with its limited change to the metallurgical 
character of the rail, reduces the possibility 
of loss of running smoothness dramatically, 
thus producing a high-quality continuous 
welded rail.

the process charges the two rails to 

be welded with very high amperage at low 
voltages. the resistance of the current flow 
between the two rails causes rapid heating 
of the two rail ends. Based purely on a time 
controlled system, the heated rail ends are 
forced together at a high pressure during 
which all impurities are forced out. Flash 
butt welding does not require any additional 
welding material, as the rail itself is used as 
a welding compound. the result is a near 
flawless weld of which the strength exceeds 
that of the rail material.

Flash butt welding has been used by 
railways since around 1930. initially, a 
drawback was that flash butt welding was 
only used in stationary depots, which then 
required the arduous transport of the long 
welded rail, thus setting constructional 
limits for the production lengths.

if it was possible to perform butt 
welding on rails in situ, near perfect con-
tinuous welded rails could be possible. 
Plasser & theurer, as the world leader in 
track maintenance and construction ma-
chinery, therefore developed the first mobile 
flash butt welding machine in 1973 using 
a welding head, the k355, developed at the 
J o Paton institute in kiev, russia.

today mobile flash butt welding is used 
in all modern railways for construction, 
removing old joints or fatigued welds, rail 
replacement programmes, etc.

k 355 aPT flash  
buTT Welding machine 
a three-phase 50 Hz alternator with a rated 
output of 150 kVa is designed as a revolving 
field generator, that is with a fixed anchor 
and a revolving magnet wheel. the primary 
voltage is set between 340 V and 380 V 
depending upon the cross-section of the rail 
being welded. 

the secondary circuit of the power plant 
is integrated in the welding head in order to 
transform the welding current from 380 V 
to approximately 6 V and the welding am-
perage from 395 a to more than 20 000 a.

in contrast to other welding methods, 
the electric flash butt welding machine can 
produce a graph report of each welding se-
quence. this produces a document for every 
weld which enables an immediate assess-

Text Leon Zaayman 
Plasserail 
leonz@plasser.co.za

References available on request

Continuous welded rail using the  
mobile flash butt welding machine

 Figure 1 Plasser & Theurer K355 APT flash butt welding machine
Figure 2 Welding phases on printout

Figure 3 Welding upset visible shortly after shearing

The introduction of continuous 

welded rail has vastly improved 

the geometric stability of the 

track structure. Nevertheless, the 

localised change in the metallurgical 

character of the rail in the vicinity 

of welds can ultimately initiate 

damage to fastenings and sleepers.

This has, however, improved quite 

dramatically with the development 

of the flash butt welding process

�
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ment of the welding quality.
the welding machine is equipped with 

a three channel recorder which records the 
parameters:

Welding current intensity
Compression force
Displacement (feed travel). this recording 
shows the movement of the two halves of 
the welding unit relative to one another. 
this indicates the burn-off, the compres-
sion displacement, the total material con-
sumption and the shearing process

The flash buTT Welding Process
During welding there is a consumption 
of material as a result of the burn-off and 
compression of the rails. the consump-
tion of material amounts to approximately 
35 mm. to allow the welding head to move 
the rails without hindrance, rail fastenings 
of the entire section have to be removed 
and the rail laid on rollers so that the fric-
tional resistance between the rail base and 
the sleeper can be reduced to a minimum. 
these rollers are inserted at approximately 
every 20 sleepers. 

■

■

■

the machine’s rail-pulling device will be 
used to pull the rail with the least resistance 
towards the other. a gap of 3–5 mm must 
be left between the rails. they should not 
make contact. Good alignment is crucial for 
a quality weld because if the rails are aligned 
at an angle, uneven preheating will result.

the welding sequence begins by 
clamping the rails in two pairs of contact 
jaws. rails with a cross-section area of up 
to 10 000 mm2 can be welded. s60 rails 
have a cross-section area of 7 702 mm2. the 
lever system applied achieves a consider-
able clamping force of approximately 125 t. 
During clamping the rail is thus adjusted 
accurately in terms of level and line. these 
copper jaws are also the electrodes which 
are water-cooled.

the welding sequence is programmed 
for every type and profile of rail in terms 
of the primary voltage (between 340 V and 
380 V) and the welding duration (between 
130 and 170 seconds). Flash butt welding 
is therefore not subject to operator errors. 
each weld passes through three distinct 
phases, which are controlled by the pro-

Continuous welded rail using the  
mobile flash butt welding machine

The machine’s rail-pulling device 

will be used to pull the rail with 

the least resistance towards the 

other. Good alignment is crucial 

for a quality weld because if the 

rails are aligned at an angle, 

uneven preheating will result
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          ith over 40 years experience in mobile and panelised
systems,  such as Offices, Housing, Schools and Clinics
delivered to the remotest areas, whether it’s purchased
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gramme unit. the three phases are clearly 
seen on the printout in figure 2.
Phase 1: Warming up
the welding starts with the warming-up 
phase. at the start of this phase the welding 
head will bring the rail together to close 
the gap during alignment. this can be seen 
on the distance line. once arcing starts 
the programme unit will start the timer 
sequence.

the warming-up phase is composed 
of repeated pulses of high amperage of 
more than 20 000 a at approximately 6 V. 
according to Joule’s law, the maximum 
heat is produced on the points of maximal 
resistance. Maximum heat is therefore pro-
duced where the high current flows through 
a small area of contact when the rails are 
brought together.

Phase 2: flash burning
During this phase the rails are pulled to-
gether at a constant rate of 0,22 mm/sec. 
the speed of approach rises in five steps 
to a final value of 1 mm/sec approximately 
10 seconds before upset. the pulses of high 
amperage continue. Material consumption 
during this phase is in the order of 20 mm.

Phase 3: upset
the third phase is the upset phase. once 
the required upset temperature of ap-
proximately 1 100 °C has been reached, 
the rail ends are pulled and compressed 
together with a force that can reach up to 
45 t. the temperature is not the trigger for 
the upset phase to start, however. it starts as 
the last phase of the fully automatic timed 
sequence.

the upsetting distance should be suf-
ficiently high to prevent micro-porosity 
and non-metallic inclusions in the welding 
seam. the upsetting distance is not set in 

terms of distance but rather in terms of 
pressure. upsetting will continue until the 
pressure reaches its maximum when all the 
pasty metal consisting of slag and impuri-
ties has been squeezed out. the upsetting 
distance can be as much as 15 mm.

immediately after the weld has been 
completed, a hydraulic shearing device 
integrated in the welding head removes the 
welding upset. the shearing device perfectly 
follows the contours of the rail. this ends 
the welding procedure; the clamping jaws 
are released and the welding head lifted. 
the loosened upset is removed from the rail 
using a steel bar.

PosT Welding TreaTmenT
chromium manganese rails
standard rail types do not require any heat 
treatment after welding as their cooling rate 
between 800 °C and 500 °C is sufficiently 
slow to allow complete formation of a pearl-
itic microstructure.

alloy rails retard the rate at which 
pearlite will form. to avoid the formation of 
martensite a controlled cooling cycle must 
be initiated.

Controlled cooling is achieved by post-
heating the rail within 30 seconds after the 
weld. exothermic heating powder is poured 
into a steel clinker former and ignited 
using ignition blocs. the powder burns 
at a temperature of between 370 °C and 
430 °C. the clinker former must stay on for 
approximately 30 minutes. this will retard 
the cooling sufficiently for complete pearlite 
formation.

head hardened rails
Because of temperatures in the austenite 
range during welding, head hardened rails 
are softened in the heat-affected zone and 
the effect of heat treatment is lost. this 
softening can be reduced by rapidly cooling 
the rail head just after welding.

this rapid cooling is achieved by 
blowing dried and compressed air over 
the weld within 30 seconds after the 
upset. Forced cooling takes approximately 
60–90 seconds. this ensures that a fine 
pearlitic microstructure is achieved, re-im-
posing the superior hardness of the crown 
to be similar to the rest of the rail. 

finalising
Behind the welding machine the rail joints 
have to be ground according to the rail pro-
file, true to shape and line. 

When the sides of the rails are welded 
out of alignment up to a maximum of 
0,8 mm, the joint is ground back at a slant 
not steeper than 1:500 on the running edge 
of the rail and to 1:50 on the field side. 
Welded joints which are out of alignment in 
excess of 0,8 mm in the crown are rejected, 
cut out and re-welded. 

to allow for temperature expansion 
and contraction of the rail, the rail must be 

de-stressed after welding. De-stressing is 
accomplished simply by replacing all sleeper 
fastenings whilst the rail temperature is 
within the de-stressing range as specified 
for that specific track section.

The characTerisTics of  
flash buTT Welding
static bending (deflection)
every 500 welds two 600 mm lengths of 
rail are welded together for a static bending 
test performed by the spoornet metallur-
gical laboratory. 

the rails usually fail clear of both the 
heat affected zone and the weld seam in 
the parent material confirming the higher 
strength of the weld. Fatigue tests done by 
Plasser & theurer and the former British 
rail showed similar failure results. under 
cyclic load, the fatigue life of flash butt 
welds is generally greater than those of the 
parent material.

metallurgical examinations
Plasserail requests metallurgical examina-
tions of a weld at the start of a new welding 
site to ensure correct machine set-up and 
weld quality.

spheroidised zone
the spheroidised zones are the two 
light gray areas which are visible on the 
extremities of the heat-affected zone. 
spheroidisation develops when the steel 
remains at a temperature of around 700 °C 
for a long time. the lamellae of cementite 
in the pearlite become round. this area will 
therefore also be softer.

on the outskirts of the spheroidised 
zone the temperature was below 723 °C and 
austenisation did not take place. the parent 
material was therefore not altered.

the spheroidised zones of flash butt 
welds are normally between 4 mm and 
8 mm.

The welding seam
in the middle of the heat-affected zone the 
welding seam is visible as a thin line. the 
high temperature on the welding seam has 
burned away the carbon in the steel so that 
it returns to a ferritic state. the welding 
seam is therefore softer than the rest of the 
heat-affected zone.

conclusion
each weld failure requires the broken 
weld to be cut out and the insertion of a 
closure rail, thus needing two more welds. 
However, failure of in-situ k355 aPt welds 
as a percentage of the total number of welds 
are negligible. therefore the high quality 
of these welds provides greater savings in 
the long term. With flash butt welding the 
narrow heat affected zone shows metallur-
gical characteristics greater in strength than 
the parent material. the quality of flash butt 
welding is therefore superior to any other 

 Figure 4 Cross-section showing the spheroidised zone
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Tubular modular track is a patented, ballast-
less railway system having rails continuously 
supported on twin reinforced concrete beams 

laid on a specially designed formation. 

The system is fully engineered, tested and 
quality assured, and warranties are offered 

based on correct installation and maintenance 
procedures being followed.

TUBULAR MODULAR 
TRACK

Tel: 012 803 4201
Fax: 012 803 5192

Web: www.tubulartrack.co.za
e-mail: info@tubulartrack.co.za
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REVOLUTIONISING THE 
RAILWAY INDUSTRY
TUBULAR TRACK is a ballast-less railway track system consisting of twin rein-
forced concrete beams laid on a specially prepared formation, and held apart 
with galvanised steel gauge bars spaced to suit lateral forces. The design is 
optimised to accommodate specified axle loads, annual tonnages, speeds 
and the prevailing geotechnical conditions.

Rails are continuously supported and fixed with proprietary fastenings to 
shoulders which are welded to the gauge bar straps as well as intermediate 
straps positioned between the gauge bars. The straps encircle the beams, so 
that only compression forces are applied to the beams. Resilience is provided 
by means of continuous resilient pads placed between the rails and the 
beams.

Conventional ballasted track has many inherent problems which are 
eliminated by the use of Tubular Track. These include:

Progressive degradation of the ballast under repeated dynamic loading, 
which leads to the loss of geometric stability and resilience in the track 
structure
Lifting of the track during ballast tamping operations, resulting in deep 
ballast profiles. Rail to platform heights at passenger stations cannot be 
kept constant, while overhead electrical equipment has to be raised from 
time to time
Expensive track occupations for ballast tamping, screening or replace-
ment. New ballast must often be transported over long distances

Other advantages of Tubular Track include:
The continuous nature of the system and its higher inherent stiffness 
compared with conventional track improve the distribution of loads to the 
formation and allow localised soft spots to be bridged. Formation life is 
greatly extended
A narrower formation is required, generating significant savings in earth-
works costs for new lines
Track geometry remains virtually constant for the life of the line
Rail stresses are significantly lower than those in conventional track. 
Lighter rail sections can be used and rail replacement times are greatly 
extended
The system is highly suitable fore use in desert areas or at bulk loading 
sites where ballast fouling and consequent loss of resilience occur
Tracks can be completely backfilled to allow vehicular access over tracks. 
Applications include level crossings, freight handling in ports and indus-
trial areas, and in light rail systems
The open nature of the system allows drainage problems to be identified 
and dealt with before serious problems develop

The system has been fully tested and approved by Spoornet’s Track 

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Testing Centre. A test section installed on the Thabazimbi–Rustenburg 
line, which carries iron ore and coal traffic, has been in use for nearly three 
years, and has required no maintenance while carrying 33 million tons of 
traffic. Tubular Track turnouts have been proven under 32 t axle loads at the 
Richards Bay Coal Terminal, and will soon be installed at Ermelo Yard which 
is traversed by fully laden coal trains.

Besides local installations at Metrorail stations, private sidings, freight 
yards and in mines, there is much international interest in the system. In 
Namibia, 25 km of track has recently been installed, while Saudi Arabia, 
Turkey and Australia are showing keen interest.

The cost of installation is highly competitive, and this coupled with low 
life-cycle maintenance costs and the other advantages listed above make 
Tubular Track an attractive proposition for owners and operators of railways.

 MORE INFO
info@tubulartrack.co.za 
www.tubulartrack.co.za

SPOORNET BUYS INTO  
SLEEPER SYSTEM FROM INFRASET
SPOORNET IS REPLACING imported hardwood rail sleepers with the pat-
ented Universal Concrete Sleepers from Infraset. Very much a world-first in 
railway technology, the sleepers were first deployed on 40 turnouts sets after 
a successful pilot project at Pretoria’s Capital Park rail junction in 2004.

The new turnout installations are working extremely well, so much 
so that Spoornet placed two further orders, one for 170 turnout sets and 
another, which is currently being implemented, for the replacement of 
430 turnout sleeper sets during 2006/07. Placed in perspective, these orders 
equate to 24 000 and 60 000 linear metres of concrete sleepers respectively.

Developed in close collaboration with Spoornet’s Track Technology 
Centre and Metrorail, the Universal Sleeper system would not have been as 
successful as it has been without the subsequent development of Infrabolt. 
Another world-first in rail technology, Infrabolt is a new rail-to-sleeper bolt 
fastening system jointly developed by Infraset and Nedschroef.

Infraset Railway Division general manager Kobus Burger said that before 
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 Above: A timber sleeper which formed part of a turnout before being 
replaced by an Infraset Universal/Infrabolt sleeper



the advent of Infrabolt, a footprint of every single sleeper to be replaced had 
to be made. 

‘There are hundreds of thousands of different bolt-hole positions and 
obviously making individual footprints for each one was not practical. In 
developing Infrabolt we undertook several experiments. We finally settled 
on a system which combines threaded steel-collars and bolts. The collars, 
which prevent the sleepers from cracking, are inserted into the underside 
of the bolt holes – an unorthodox approach, but one which is attracting 
world-wide interest. Bolts are then inserted into the collars and tightened to 
a specified torque,’ said Burger.

Spoornet senior track engineer Willie Goosen says that the Universal 
Sleeper/Infrabolt solution is regarded as a technological breakthrough by the 
rail giant.

‘We still have some 15 000 turnouts supported by timber sleepers and 
have been looking for an alternative to timber for many years. Besides the 
financial implications, concrete sleepers offer several advantages. 

‘In the first instance they can now be used in exactly the same way as 
timber sleepers. This means they are very easy to install and give us great 
flexibility. Like timber sleepers, they are inserted under the track and only 
then are the bolt-holes drilled. 

‘Prior to the introduction of Infrabolt concrete replacement sleepers 
had to be pre-measured on site and then cast at the factory with bolt-hole 
settings to within 0,25 mm. It was very complex and time consuming. Now 
the sleepers can be cast to standard lengths, which simplifies the whole 
replacement process and makes it much quicker. Furthermore, if a sleeper is 
damaged it can be easily and quickly replaced,’ he said.

‘Once installed the greater weight of a concrete-based turnout also means 
that it maintains its geometric integrity much longer and requires less interme-
diate tamping. A concrete sleeper turnout set is also better equipped much to 
withstand temperature induced forces which can be as high as 160–200 tons 
per track and result in distorted turnout geometry,’ says Goosen.

Burger says another major plus is the fact that the Universal Sleeper is 
manufactured using local labour and materials, thereby creating jobs and 
stimulating the economy.

‘We have begun marketing the Universal Sleeper system in the United 
States and Australia.

‘One of America’s largest rail operators is very interested not only to save 
the further depletion of hardwood forests, but because the chemicals used 
to protect the wood is harmful to the environment. The fact that Universal 
Sleeper/Infrabolt solution uses standard sleepers which can be mass pro-
duced makes the system very suitable to America’s rail network where there 
are also hundreds of thousands of turnout permutations. The Australians are 

interested for the same reasons,’ concludes Burger.
The Universal Sleeper/Infrabolt system have to date been installed by rail 

construction specialists RACEC Hlanganani JV. The company began installing 
the Universal Sleeper system last year at a rate of one turnout conversion 
every three days. However, its installation teams have honed their skills to 
the point where they can now install one turnout a day.

 MORE INFO
Kobus Burger  

Infraset 
011-876-5500 or 082-414-1627

WSP GROUP AFRICA ANNOUNCES 
COASTAL BUSINESS
WSP GROUP AFRICA has announced an exciting new addition to its business, 
WSP Coastal Africa, following the acquisition of Western Cape company 
Entech Consultants.

 Entech Consultants had two primary focuses of business: marine and 
coastal engineering and infrastructure engineering. The latter has been 
merged with an existing business, WSP Civil and Structural Engineers SA, 
while the former is now WSP Coastal Africa. 

 Commenting on the acquisition, WSP Group Africa CEO Andrew 
Mather said: ‘Our strategy in acquiring Entech Consultants was twofold. 
Firstly, it enabled us to bolster our infrastructure resources in Cape Town. 
Secondly, we regard marine engineering as a specialist niche market with 
the ability to sell this service outside the borders of South Africa. The 
company already has a number of projects in other African countries, as 
well as the Seychelles, Mauritius, Qatar and the UAE – all regions in which 
WSP has a presence and would like to offer its customers an expanded 
service.’

 WSP Coastal Africa offers comprehensive design and project manage-
ment capabilities in the fields of coastal, port and ocean engineering. Areas 
of expertise include marine environmental data, beach stabilisation, port 
development, small craft harbours and marinas, offshore facilities, seawater 
intakes and outfalls, tourism and recreational developments, marine struc-
tures and rivers and estuaries.

 WSP Coastal Africa will remain in the historic Ou Kollege building in 
Stellenbosch that has been occupied by Entech Consultants for the past ten 
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 Above: WSP Coastal Africa director Dr Andre van Tonder and WSP Group Africa CEO Andrew Mather

 Above: A close-up view of a Universal/Infrabolt concrete sleeper 
which replaced a timber sleeper on this turnout
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years, although the company itself has a history dating back more than 
forty years. 

The director of WSP Coastal Africa, Dr Andre van Tonder, says: ‘We saw 
enormous merit in joining the WSP Group. The move allows us to become 
part of a global player, giving us access to global clients as well as the con-
siderable support infrastructure of the WSP Group.’

This acquisition is in line with the WSP Group’s global strategy to be-
come a company of integrated specialists by targeting niche companies and 
integrating them into the global business.

 
 MORE INFO

 Andrew Mather  
WSP Group Africa (Pty) Ltd 

wspsdt@wspgroup.co.za 
www.wspgroup.co.za

FRENCH TRAIN SMASHES RECORD
A NEW WORLD rail speed record was set at 13:13 on 3 April 2007 when a 
French TGV (‘Train à Grande Vitesse’) with a 25 000-horsepower engine 
and special wheels broke the world speed record for conventional rail trains 
on a specially prepared track between Paris and Strasbourg – in the heart 
of French Champagne country. The train reached 574,8 km/h as it hurtled 
through the countryside.

Powered by two souped-up locomotives carried on extra-large wheels, 
the V150 surpassed the record of 515,3 km/h set in 1990 by another French 
train. At its peak, it was travelling at close to half the speed of sound – more 
than 150 m per second.

It narrowly missed the overall world train-speed record of 581 km/h 
reached in 2003 by a Japanese magnetic levitation, or maglev, train. 
However, this type of train does not come into contact with rails.

For the TGV manufacturer Alstom the record bid was a chance to test its 
design and showcase its technological advances.

Japan’s Shinkansen ‘bullet train’ and the Inter-City Express (ICE) of the 
German company Siemens currently average about 300 km/h, but a new 
version of the Japanese train, the Fastech 360Z, is expected to operate at 
360 km/h when it enters service. 

LOCAL COMPANY WINS LARGE 
OVERHEAD ELECTRIFICATION 
CONTRACT ON GAUTRAIN
TRACTIONEL ENTERPRISE, a privately owned Gauteng-based company 
which specialises in electrical infrastructural installations on rail and reticu-
lation projects, has won a R220 million contract to supply and install the 
overhead contact distribution (OCDS) system for Gautrain. The contract was 
secured in the face of stiff competition from four other rail-electrification 
companies, two of them overseas-based.

The company is jointly owned by its founder and managing director, 
Johan Boshoff, his son Coenraad, and Willie van Rensburg, as well as by BEE 
investment company, Africa Heritage Investments (Pty) Limited (AHI). AHI 
became the majority shareholder when it acquired a 52% stake in 2004.

Tractionel Enterprise is contracted to Bombardier, the electrical and 
mechanical partner in the Bombela Consortium. The contract involves the 
design, supply, installation, testing and commissioning of the OCDS on the 
open routes as well as the tunnels, and when finally completed in 2010,  will 
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comprise 80 km of double track.
A conductor rail system supplied by Furrer & Frey, a Swiss company 

represented in South Africa by Tractionel Enterprise, will be installed in the 
tunnels. This will be a first of its kind in Africa.

Over 90% of the materials for deployment on the Tractionel Enterprise 
contract will be sourced locally and in excess of 55% of these materials will 
be supplied by BEE companies. 

Installation of the OCDS system will commence in March 2008. 
Tractionel and the other companies bidding for the Gautrain overhead 

contact distribution system were assessed on 25 criteria. Companies were 
evaluated on, inter alia, technical competency, local content, price, quality, 
and health and safety aspects. The employment of historically disadvantaged 
individuals (HDIs), women and people with disabilities were other qualifying 
conditions.

Johan Boshoff says that the contract will transform Tractionel Enterprise 
from a comparatively small company to a world-class organisation.

Tractionel is currently involved with several other rail-based projects 
including a project on the Saldana/Sishen iron ore line which uses a 50 kV 
AC system; a mast replacement project in the Pretoria and Babsfontein areas; 
a mast base insulation replacement project in Bloemfontein; expansion of 
the 25 kV AC system of the Richards Bay Coal Terminal; and the replacement 
of structures between Reunion and Amamzimtoti in KwaZulu-Natal. In ad-
dition, it recently completed the replacement of twin-track cantilever struc-
tures on the railway line between Simon’s Town and Kalk Bay.

 MORE INFO
 Johan Boshoff  

Tractionel Enterprise 
011-768-7373 or 082-410-4892 

johan@traction.co.za

CONCRETE THE SOLUTION TO 20�0 
ROAD AND TRANSPORT CHALLENGES 
CONCRETE WILL BE extensively used to provide the infrastructure required 
as South Africa prepares to host the 2010 FIFA World Cup, says Bryan Perrie, 
Roads Project Leader at the Cement & Concrete Institute (C&CI).

Delivering a paper, ‘World Cup 2010 – concrete solutions to infrastruc-
ture needs’, at the recent ICCX conference in Cape Town, Perrie said it had 
been projected that around R300 billion would have to be spent on infra-
structural upgrading and provision for the major sports event. However, this 
was a conservative figure. 

‘The areas where concrete can contribute include – but are not limited 
to – provision of water and removal and treatment of waste water, and provi-
sion of transport. There are also many innovative ways of using concrete 
for the provision of infrastructure such as in-situ construction, tilt-up tech-
nology, self-compacting concrete, and precast concrete. 

Concrete can also be used in forms other than square and grey. It can be 
moulded into any shape, textured and coloured,’ he stated.

Turning to his particular area of expertise (road and transport infra-
structure), Perrie said concrete had traditionally been used to construct 
heavily trafficked freeways such as sections of the N3 and N1 national routes. 
However, concrete is increasingly being used to rehabilitate or reconstruct 
deformed, heavily trafficked asphalt pavements in the form of concrete over-
lays, inlays and intersections, as well as for the construction of low-volume 
concrete roads. ‘Both of these options are suited to labour-based construc-
tion, with simple inexpensive equipment, and are ideal for the development 
of small, medium and micro enterprises (SMMEs) and skills transfer.’

Perrie said concrete inlays did not significantly alter the roadway eleva-
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tion, as was the case with overlays. Existing materials could be recycled and, 
as the elevation of the pavement remained unchanged, roadway furniture 
did not require adjustment. 

A number of lane-specific inlays had been very successfully used by the 
National Roads Agency on the N3 and N2 and by the KZN Department of 
Transport on the M7. The design periods for these inlays had varied from 
6 to 30 years, he added.

Turning to concrete overlays, Perrie said overlays had been successfully 
constructed on the N1 between Johannesburg and Pretoria and a number of 
sections of the N3 in KZN. Concrete overlays provided increased thicknesses 
in the wheelpaths where rutting had taken place, could be placed on poor-
condition pavements, required little or no pre-overlay repair, avoided recon-
struction problems,  and maintained traffic flow on existing surfaces. 

DURBAN LAUNCHES RUBBISH-
DUMP POWER PLANT
AFRICA’S FIRST POWER PLANT to run on methane gas extracted from a rub-
bish dump began generating electricity in Durban.

The plant, built with funding from the French Development Bank, was 
officially opened by eThekwini mayor Obed Mlaba at the city’s Mariannhill 
landfill site.

The plant is the first of three that the city expects to have completed 

by the end of 2007 and should earn the city over R400 million from selling 
electricity to the national grid as well as selling carbon credits.

A series of wells have been sunk in the landfill site to extract the methane 
gas that comes from the decomposing refuse. A series of interlinking pipes 
from the wells channels the gas to the plant where the methane is burnt. 
During the burning process, electricity is generated. 

The Mariannhill plant is expected to generate 1 000 kW of electricity.
Two other plants – one at the La Mercy landfill site and another at the 

Bisasar Road landfill site – are expected to come on stream later in the year. 
All three plants will produce between 8 000 and 10 000 kW of electricity.

The project, which took five years to complete, was funded with a  
R58,7-million loan from the French Development Bank, and made use of 
research by the University of KwaZulu-Natal.

THE WEST COAST IS BOOMING
IN 2005, the South African government agreed to a programme of action 
which set out their plans for reducing the gap between the formal and 
informal economies. One of the priorities for the country was to increase the 
country’s economic growth rate to 6%, entailing an increase in spend in the 
areas of road, port, rail, energy and telecommunications. As part of the plan, 
two of the targeted areas to receive a significant infrastructural development 
boost are coastal areas Saldanha Bay and Mossel Bay. 

Martiens Victor is the municipal engineer for the civil engineering 
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division at Saldanha Bay Municipality and has been active on various 
assignments for the last ten years. The division relies on local software 
package Civil Designer to complete the numerous high-level infrastructural 
design projects currently in progress. One of the successful developments is 
the Shelley Point Golf Estate located 150 km north of Cape Town between 
Saldanha and Port Owen on the West Coast.

Victor points out that all the natural elements of the area have been 
included into the building of the estate. The estate features a nine-hole golf 
course which is surrounded by beautiful gardens of indigenous South African 
West Coast vegetation. 

Another major development is the Langebaan Country Estate, which 
also adopts an environmentally friendly approach. Situated within the Cape’s 
West Coast Biosphere, the estate forms part of a sensitive, fragile area that 
requires special management. In order to achieve environmental objectives, 
the developers worked with independent environmental control officers. 

The monetary economic injection in the Saldanha Bay area has also re-
sulted in the construction of numerous industrial erven. One of these devel-
opments is a new shopping mall under construction in the Langebaan area 
and a second shopping mall to be developed by Retail Africa and recently 
approved in the area of Vredenburg. The existing Pick ‘n Pay mall is currently 

SINOTECH CC WAS FORMED in 1980 and has provided specialist input on 
numerous projects throughout the world. 

Sinotech specialises in the analyses and review of hydraulic and hy-
drology related engineering challenges. The focus areas include: flood calcu-
lations, water resources analyses, free surface flow problems, flood lines and 
hydraulic structures, model studies, network design and optimisation, design 
of pumping systems and surge analyses of pipe systems. During the last ten 
years, Sinotech has developed various state-of-the-art software programs 
(most of them freeware). The main aim of these developments was to meet 
the specific needs of the local market. The most recent software develop-
ment is the Utility Programs for Drainage (UPD) package, which consists of a 
number of easy-to-use, user-friendly programs for the design and analysis of 
drainage structures. It consists of the following components:

Economic calculations The aim of this section is to assist practicing trans-
port engineers and transport economists in the economic evaluation of 
drainage systems and hydraulic structures for road projects. As with any 
other infrastructure improvement project, the economic evaluation of 
drainage systems and hydraulic structures measures costs and benefits. 
It requires an identification, quantification and evaluation of all the costs 
and benefits associated with a project. This supporting utility software 
can be used to determine the NPV, IRR as well as conduct a life-cycle cost 
analysis (LCCA)
Flood calculations Various hydrological calculation methods can be applied 

■

■

SINOTECH SOFTWARE  LAUNCHED
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to drainage. The proven and most used methods in Southern Africa for 
the determination of flood peaks for given return periods are statistical 
methods; the rational method; the alternative rational method; the unit 
hydrograph method; the standard design flood (SDF) method; and em-
pirical methods. It is good practice in the determination of design floods 
for bridges or large culverts to use more than one of the above methods, 
and if historical run-off data is available, this should be analysed as well. 
Therefore all the above methods are included in the UPD software 
Water surface profiles This program is used for calculating water surface 
profiles for steady gradually varied flow in constructed canals. It can de-
termine all types of gradually varied flow profiles as well as the hydraulic 
jump position in S1 and M3 type profiles 
Basic hydraulics Hydraulic calculations are performed in order to determine 
the values of variables that describe flow conditions, for example flow 
depths, flow velocities and pressures. Only three fundamental laws or prin-
ciples are generally applied in hydraulic calculations, namely conservation 
of mass (continuity principle), conservation of energy, and conservation 
of momentum. Depending on what information is available and what 
answers are required, all hydraulic calculations involve the application of 
one or more of these fundamental laws or principles. The UPD software 
applies these fundamental laws to solve any unknown parameter (flow, 
flow depth, slope, etc)
Surface drainage Surface road drainage systems serve to transfer storm 

■

■

■

water flows that collect on and along road structures, to limit the risk to 
road users, road structures, and the environment. Surface road drainage 
design commences with the consideration of local precipitation that runs 
off across a road surface as sheet flow. It ends where each accumulated 
stream, may be released into an existing natural or man-made waterway 
without any increased risk of erosion damage or flooding further down-
stream. The UPD software can perform some of these surface drainage 
calculations 
Culverts and bridges (analyses and design) This section will soon be com-
pleted and will allow for the design and analyses of culverts and bridges
HEC-RAS The US Army Corps of Engineers’ River Analysis System (HEC-
RAS) is a software program that can assess one-dimensional steady and 
unsteady flow in rivers, sediment transport and erosion. This freeware 
software package is included with the UPD software suite and support in 
the use of the software will be provided

The UPD software package complements the fifth fully revised edition 
of the Drainage Manual written for the South African National Road Agency 
Limited (SANRAL). 

 MORE INFO
www.sinotechcc.co.za

■

■

SINOTECH SOFTWARE  LAUNCHED
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being revamped with the addition of extra trading space and the creation of 
additional parking spaces. 

Other initiatives include a 300-unit old age home in Jacobsbaai, as well 
as new RDP housing developments in the areas of Saldanha, Langebaan and 
Hopefield. The RDP subsidy housing schemes has recently come under the 
spotlight with 5 000 homes proposed by 2008–2010. 

Private developers are not the only ones that have experienced a boom 
– the Port Authority seem to be equally busy. Various upgrade projects 
include plans to upgrade the Port Authority’s existing office block and em-
ployee care facilities. Another project is the upgrade of the Saldanha–Sishen 
railway line to increase the capacity of the railway and accommodate longer 
trains with more carrying capacity.   

There is also the development of the harbour itself, a plan that is con-
tained in the spatial development framework of Saldanha Bay Municipality. 
This entails the development of the Blouwater Bay Harbour and the old 
Mossgas Fabrication site, an initiative which forms part of the government’s 
oil and gas venture on the West Coast aiming to supply the booming West 
African oil and gas industries.

 With so many infrastructural projects in the pipeline for the West Coast 
Peninsula, Langebaan and Hopefield areas, Saldanha Bay Municipality looks 
set to be busy for a long time.

 
 MORE INFO

 Yolanda Desai 
Knowledge Base 
T 021-701-1850 

yolanda@knowbase.co.za 
www.knowbase.co.za 

IMPROVED RUBBER FENDER DESIGN 
SAVES MONEY FOR END USER
MARINE, INDUSTRIAL AND MINING rubber specialist Truco, in conjunction 
with their Marine Division, Table Bay Rubber Co, have over the last decade 
supplied many different designs and types of rubber fenders for tugboats 
and other working vessels in harbours around the country. They have also 
provided innovative rubber solutions for other marine projects – ranging 
from a seabed crawler to a high-volume tourist jetty.

Local production of the rubber fenders has allowed for the development 
of a cooperative relationship between Table Bay Rubber Co and tugboat 
operators which enables custom adaptations to be made over time to best 
suit operating conditions. These changes in design have resulted in fenders 
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that have improved working capabilities and longer life expectancy. A large 
degree of standardisation has also enabled vessels of similar design and 
working condition to be fitted with the same fenders. Not only has this had 
cost-saving implications but, also in time of emergency, will allow for fenders 
to be interchanged between vessels.

Table Bay Rubber Co has utilised its manufacturing facility in Chamdor, 
Roodepoort, for the production of large cylindrical fenders. Cumbersome 
bow and stern fenders have been specially designed and produced in sec-
tions (normally three parts) to facilitate easy transport to the harbour, as well 
as more manageable assembly on the tugboat. Produced as a whole, these 
fenders would require abnormal load vehicles to transport them to the coast. 
For example, the requirements for a 500 mm outside diameter by 16 m long 
fender was manufactured with the hardest working area, the curved bow 
section, being a 10,5 m length – thus there are no joins in this area.

The shorter lengths on the port and starboard of the tug were joined 
using male rubber plugs; this area of the vessel is the least curved portion of 
the horizontal fender. This design thus ensures that the joins are not subject 
to excessive bending which would lead to large gaps being formed on the 
outside of the join in which the towing ropes could get trapped.

Adaptations and changes to design over the years include replacing D-
profiled fenders with cylindrical fenders. This allows for fenders to be rotated 
when damaged, thus providing at least three working surfaces as opposed 
to the one working surface offered by D-profiled fenders. Large vertical bow 
fenders used on workboats in harbours are now being manufactured in two 
parts. When the harder working lower fender needs replacing, the two parts 
can simply and cost-effectively be rotated, or alternatively the damaged sec-
tion of the fender can be replaced.

Besides fenders for tugboats, Table Bay Rubber Co also exhibited innova-
tion in presenting a solution to an offshore mining company that was incur-
ring costs due to damage done to both the vessel and seabed crawler during 
off- and on-loading procedures. The successful solution involved the use of 
easily replaceable rubber block fenders. These placed wooden block fenders 

and had the added benefit of dampening the shock transmitted through 
both the ship and the crawler, thus reducing vibration damage to the instru-
ments on both the vessel and the crawler.

The Gateway to Robben Island Jetty was another exciting development 
for Table Bay Rubber Co, who supplied the fenders and rubber decking. The 
decking is made from recycled rubber which is manufactured from old car 
tyres and is very hard wearing, slip resistant, repairable and porous, making it 
ideal for the marine environment. It is also ecologically friendly as it provides a 
partial solution to the perennial problem of how to dispose of old car tyres.

 MORE INFO
 Randal Dicke 

Table Bay Rubber Co 
T 021-510-5065 

C 083-600-0391 
randal@tbrc.co.za

 Above: New fender design on the pilot boat Gannet
Right: New fender design on work boat
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Date Event and CPD validation number Presenters / venue Contact details

09–11 May Durban
16–18 May JHB Midrand
23–25 May Cape Town

Project Management for You
SAICEproj06/00053/09

Andrew Baird admin@classic-sa.co.za
073-533-6590

7 and 14 May 2007 Design of  Heavy Industrial Buildings
SAICEstr06/00083/09

Hein Barnard, Prof Peter Dunaiski, 
David Blitenthall

Phamela Mnyanda
011-726-6111
info@sasfa.co.za

14–18 May 2007 CIB World Building Congress: 
Construction for Development
provSAICEcon07/00128/07

Cape Town International Convention 
Centre

cdejager@saice.org.za
http://www.cib2007.com

23–24 May – Cape Town
11–12 June – Durban
20–21 August – Cape Town
11–12 September – Gauteng

Business Finance for Built 
Environment Professionals
SAICEfin06/00004/08

Wolf Weidemann Dawn Hermanus
dhermanus@saice.org.za

28–29 May – Cape Town
14–15 June – Durban
23–24 August – Cape Town
18–19 September – Gauteng

Handling Projects in a Consulting 
Engineers Practice
SAICEproj06/00003/08

Wolf Weidemann Dawn Hermanus
dhermanus@saice.org.za

6–8 June 2007 – Durban    
13–15 June 2007 – JHB – Midrand  
20–22 June 2007 – Cape Town
25–27 June 2007 – East London
18–19 June 2007 – Bloemfontein     

Project Management  
with Microsoft Project
SAICEproj06/00041/08

Andrew Baird admin@classic-sa.co.za
073-533-6590

13 June – Gauteng (fully booked) 
14 June – Gauteng

Structural Steel Design to  
SANS 10162:1-2005
SAICEstr06/00050/09

Greg Parrott Sharon Mugeri
Cpd.sharon@saice.org.za

18–22 June - Gauteng
9–13 July – Cape Town
23–27 July – Durban
10–14 September – Gauteng

The Application of the  
Finite Element Method
SAICEstr06/00018/08

Roland Prukl Dawn Hermanus
dhermanus@saice.org.za

27–28 June – Gauteng  
30–31 July – Cape Town
30–31 October – Cape Town

Technical Report Writing
SAICEbus06/00014/08

SAICE House, Midrand Sharon Mugeri   
Cpd.sharon@saice.org.za

16–17 July – Durban 
23–24 July – JHB – Midrand   
30–31 July – Cape Town                   

Advanced Microsoft Project
SAICEproj06/00042/08

Andrew Baird admin@classic-sa.co.za
073-533-6590

17 and 18 September 2007 – China 5th International Conference on 
Current and Future Trends in Bridge 
Design, Construction and Maintenance

ICE Dayle Long
Dayle.long@ice.org.uk

For more information on courses, venues and course outlines please visit  http://www.civils.org.za/courses.html

At a recent function, Chris Campbell, chairman of SAICE’s Railway and Harbour Engineering 
Division, handed a cheque of R20 000 to Pierre Lombard, representing the Chair of Railway 
Engineering at the University of Pretoria (left). The money will be used to develop course 
material for railway engineering

We Were reCently approached by Chris yelland, managing editor of ee 
Publishers, about the possibility of promoting PositionIT magazine to our members. 

We of course said yes, Please! Why? Because we would like to see you 
connected, informed, ahead of the pack, world leaders and pioneers. after all, 
civils are leading the way – all the way.

 so, enclosed with this magazine is a once-off complimentary copy of the 
March/april issue of Positionit.

imagine the Planet of the apes, that is: 
a civil engineering office without a computer
a site without a cellular telephone
Building the suez Canal without GPs or laser
Water purification plants without electronics

soon you won’t be able to imagine how you survived with only road maps 
and street maps. after all, that nice lady in your GPs is now guiding you 
around town and she even shouts when you make the wrong turn!

thank you, Chris yelland and company – we appreciate the offer. 
 

Dawie Botha @ SAICE House
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Cyber Civils

Diarise this!
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